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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

The 2013 local government elections in Balochistan, held on 07 December 2013, were systemically 
weaker than the general elections held earlier in the year. The legal framework gives excessive powers 
and discretion to the provincial government. Delimitation was completed late, information was not 
sufficiently publicly available, and there were extreme inequalities of the vote. Returning officers lacked 
training and oversight by the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) and necessary election materials 
were not always available. Not enough electoral information was gathered and made public. No official 
results numbers were published. Furthermore, there was a lack of scrutiny from the media, no 
observation by civil society and an unclear system of dispute resolution. While the political desire of 
many stakeholders to hold these elections and the relatively peaceful election day process, are 
encouraging, the often preventable shortcomings show the need for election reform for the effective 
long-term functioning of this third tier of democratic government. 

The Election Assessment Mission (EAM) by Democracy Reporting International (DRI) gathered 
information and undertook analysis of compliance with Pakistan’s international law obligations to which 
the government of Pakistan has committed itself. The EAM worked with a small team in Quetta and 
Islamabad consisting of Pakistani and international experts, who held meetings in Quetta, undertook 
telephone interviews in 20 districts, analysed the regulatory framework and followed the media 
coverage of elections. 

There is a direct election system for 61% of local council seats, with the remainder being indirectly 
elected “special interest seats” for women, non-Muslims, peasants and workers. There has been some 
criticism of indirectly elected seats being democratically dysfunctional as in effect those 
representatives are typically beholden to the parties rather than the electorate. Furthermore the 
government of Balochistan has power over the local bodies, for example, it determines the term of office 
of the local councils with powers to dissolve and appoint administrators, and it can remove individual 
members. 

The 18th amendment to the Constitution established sole responsibility for legislating for local 
government with the provinces. It also gave the ECP, a federal body, responsibility for administering 
local government elections but did not give it powers to issue administrative rules. Although the 
Provincial Assembly of Balochistan was the first to pass a local government act (in 2010), there was a 
subsequent delay in the necessary establishment of rules and the delimitation of constituencies. 
Finally, following provincial government and ECP advice, the Supreme Court imposed a polling date, 
which meant a contracted timeframe for the election process. This was a very significant additional 
challenge for the election administration and stakeholders, who were already operating in a difficult 
environment with security and infrastructure problems, low levels of literacy etc. Balochistan was the 
first province of Pakistan to hold the mandated local government elections. 
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Primary legislation is weak, giving excessive powers to the government including deciding aspects of the 
election system, having responsibility for delimitation, and determining the rules and regulations 
(secondary legislation). There is thus insufficient separation of powers between the different branches 
of state, reduced legal certainty and accusations of bias. The ECP’s inability to make rules for 
determining how it will implement the election leaves the institution weakened, and accountability for 
the election dispersed and unclear. The legal framework does not sufficiently cover time limits for 
elections and does not adequately provide for scrutiny of the electoral process. A further problem with 
the legislation was its lack of availability leaving some stakeholders referring to obsolete laws and old 
arrangements.  

Delimitation was undertaken late and information was not sufficiently available including at the crucial 
time of candidate registration, leaving aspiring candidates unaware of which constituency to nominate 
themselves in. Out of date population data, using the 1998 census block coding system, created 
problems for electoral roll division and the establishment of the polling stations. EAM examination of 
the polling scheme in three districts showed that all have extreme variation in the number of registered 
voters in different constituencies to the same local council body. This profoundly undermined the 
equality of the vote required by international law and raised questions about political neutrality. For 
example in Mastung union council Isplinji, one ward has 57 voters (Mir Hazar) while another ward (Fateh 
Muhammad) has 1,926. In one union council (Shadenzai) in Quetta, over 28,000 voters are joined in one 
single ward (“Hazara Town”), while on average the other wards in the union council had 3,373 registered 
voters (one had only 1,498). 

Returning officers (ROs) were from the civil administration which resulted in accusations of partisan 
bias, a problem exacerbated by a lack of written instructions from the ECP with parts of the process left 
open to subjective interpretation and inconsistent application. Various stakeholders indicated that if 
they had problems with the election process it was more effective to go to the Deputy Commissioners 
rather than ECP bodies, as the civil administration has more authority over ROs, and therefore more 
influence on the election process.  

The ECP did not centrally provide sufficient electoral data, either in Islamabad or Quetta, thereby 
weakening stakeholders’ ability to analyse and assess the election process and the right to seek and 
receive information. There was no official information on key matters, such as the number of voters on 
the electoral roll in the province, and the number of candidates running. 

Positively, the legislation was amended in August 2013 to provide candidates with the opportunity to run 
on party tickets, thereby upholding citizens’ right to freedom of association. For candidate registration, 
the nomination forms were only in English and were not sufficiently available. According to reported ECP 
commentary in the media, a total of 22,274 nominations were accepted, with rejections reportedly 
primarily due to constituency mistakes. Approximately 20% of candidates then withdrew, even beyond 
deadlines, as apparently local agreements were reached. In total, 7% of seats had no candidates, and 
35% had only one candidate, thus elections only took place in 58% of wards. Elections were not held in 
the districts of Awaran and Kech due to all seats being either vacant or unopposed. 

Production and distribution of the electoral roll (ER) was late due to the division of the roll according to 
the old census block codes being time-consuming and problematic. Consequently the ERs generally only 
arrived in the districts a few days or less before election day, leaving minimal or no time for stakeholder 
access. Some locations reported only receiving their ERs at 2am on election morning. 

Similarly the polling scheme was only made centrally available the day before the election. Election day 
itself was more peaceful than anticipated. Very little confirmed information is available on how polling 
proceeded given the lack of NGO observation and media scrutiny. Shortcomings have been reported 
from across the political spectrum, including missing ERs, candidate symbols missing from ballots, law 
enforcement agencies only letting certain voters in to stations, multiple voting, and blank paper being 
used instead of results forms. 

Provisional results data were put on the ECP website but were inconsistent and lacking in sufficient 
information, for example stating the number of ballots the winning candidate obtained but nothing else. 
This precludes full scrutiny and verification of announced totals. Provisional results data remained 
missing for three districts where elections took place. Examination of a small sample of the provisional 
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results (Quetta and Mastung districts), with cross reference to the polling scheme, shows some 
extraordinary results. There are some constituencies where no votes have been cast at all, thus it 
appears that not even candidates voted for themselves. In one union council ward in Quetta district, the 
winning candidate secured just 4 votes out of a potential 1,764 on the electoral roll, which in rounded 
figures is 0%. The official results were released on 9 January. These were inadequate in not providing 
any numbers, giving only the name of the winning candidate.  

Opportunity for electoral dispute resolution (EDR) through petitions is limited to candidates, there is a 
lack of an independent arbitration mechanism and no deadlines for disposal of cases. Additionally there 
is an insufficient framework of jurisdiction with the respective competencies unspecified leaving 
responsibility for handling complaints and disputes in the first instance dispersed between various 
bodies.  

The growing insecurity and direct threats reportedly prevents media coverage in 10 out of 32 districts. 
There is heavy reporting on government activities with a focus on facts rather than critical analysis. 
National media was mostly silent in its coverage of the local government elections in Balochistan. Thus 
stakeholders were left with reduced information on the electoral process. 

There is a lack of provision for observers in both the primary legislation and the rules. No observation 
took place by civil society. The lack of any neutral observation activities was a serious deficiency in the 
election.  

Significant shortcomings remain in regards to fulfilment of Pakistan’s commitments related to women’s 
political participation with a lack of gender-disaggregated data precluding a full assessment and 
forward planning. There was a lack of female polling staff in women’s booths and stations, and reduced 
presence of agents. The lack of photographs on some women’s identity documents and the ER increased 
the risk of impersonation.  

There were seemingly only six non-Muslim candidates running on general seats, out of 18,000 (0%). The 
rules are discriminatory in not stipulating an alternative oath for non-Muslim candidates, although in 
practice it appears that a different candidacy pledge was used. Similarly the oath of office requires 
members to “strive to preserve the Islamic Ideology which is the basis for the creation of Pakistan.” 

The EAM has made 29 recommendations for improvements for future local elections. These are in 
addition to and in accordance with the recommendations made by the EU Election Observation Mission 
(EOM) (see Annex 6). All recommendations by both the EAM and the EU EOM are designed to improve 
Pakistan’s compliance with its election-related commitments under international law. 
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INTRODUCTION / METHODOLOGY  

The Election Assessment Mission (EAM) gathered information and analysed systemic issues in the 
Balochistan local government elections (LGEs). Analysis involved assessment of compliance with 
Pakistan’s international law commitments, to identify areas of fulfilment, non-compliance and 
weaknesses in compliance. Primary relevant instruments of international law are the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and its authoritative interpretations (general comments) by the 
treaty monitoring body. Also the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Women, the Convention Against Corruption and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities. 

On the basis of the EAM’s assessment of compliance with international commitments, 
recommendations have been made accordingly for the holding of strengthened processes in the future. 
The recommendations complement those made by the recent EU Election Observation Mission (EOM) to 
the 2013 general elections (see Annex 6). As an EAM, as opposed to an EOM, the mission had very limited 
coverage and did not look at all aspects of the election process. The EAM worked in accordance with the 
Declaration of Principles for International Election Observation1 and the Global Declaration for Non-
Partisan Election Observation and Monitoring by Citizen Organisations2. These professional standards 
require neutral, impartial and systematic observation. 

The EAM worked with a small team in Quetta consisting of Pakistani and international experts. Meetings 
were held and a limited number of site visits were undertaken in Quetta. However, for reasons of 
security and limited resources, visits were not made outside of Quetta. Instead, telephone interviews 
were conducted with returning officers (ROs) and party and media representatives in 20 districts3. The 
team arrived on 6 November 2013 and most of the team departed on 18 December 2013. This report was 
finalized on 10 January 2014. 

Data has frequently been difficult to get hold of, with a lack of publicly available information. 
Furthermore the ECP in Islamabad reported that due to its work pressure with local elections 
progressing in other provinces, it was not available to meet with the EAM. The EAM exercised rigour in 
its data gathering and analysis, however, the lack of opportunity to meet with a key actors in the 
electoral process meant that the EAM was not always able to take into account factors which were 
relevant to decision making in certain areas. 

 

1 http://eeas.europa.eu/eueom/pdf/declaration-of-principles_en.pdf. 

2 http://www.gndem.org/principles-public 

3 Four districts were in the central part, 6 in the northern and 10 in the southern part of the province. Six out of nine were declared 
sensitive by the ECP. Calls were made before and after election day. 
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CONTEXT  

PROVINCIAL CONTEXT  
There is a lack of up to date population information in Pakistan, with the last census having taken place 
in 1998, and this being subject to controversy especially given that it could not be fully conducted in 
some areas. For Balochistan the census data shows that 54.76% of the Balochistan population was 
Baloch mother tongue4 and 29.64% were Pashto speakers. Pashto speakers tend to reside more in the 
north of the province and Baloch speakers in the south. 76.1% of the population lives in rural areas, and 
the population density in Balochistan is 18.9 persons per square kilometre, by far the lowest of any 
province of Pakistan. The literacy rate is reported to be 26.6%, dropping to 15% for women5. 

There are multiple security problems in Balochistan, characterised as being due to: sectarian violence 
especially targeting the minority Shia community, Baloch separatist insurgency, Taliban actions, and 
tribal feuds. As of 15 December 2013, a total of 951 people had been killed in terrorist attacks in 
Balochistan in 2013 according to the South Asia Terrorism Portal (715 civilians, 136 members of security 
forces and 100 terrorists)6. Due to high levels of insecurity the province policing is undertaken in part by 
paramilitary Frontier Corps7, which is criticized for disappearances and torture8.  

The Human Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP) recently noted9: “The law and order in Balochistan 
remained dismal. Citizens were living in perpetual fear. They had little security of life and indignity at the 
hands of the security forces is routine… Religious minorities were particularly vulnerable. Civil society 
organizations had abandoned their work in the conflict-hit parts of the province. Women were 
particularly fearful and live in perpetual intimidation by extremist forces. Sectarian militant groups 
operated with impunity and consider reprisals against the state their right if action was taken against 
them by the law enforcement for carrying out terrorist activities.”  

Infrastructure in the province is limited, with the road network and connectivity being the poorest in the 
country10. The 7.7 earthquake in Awaran and neighbouring districts in September 2013 damaged the 
existing infrastructure and took many lives. Winter conditions in some districts are particularly difficult 
in December, January and February which causes seasonal migration and makes election administration 
more challenging during this time. 

The Chief Minister (Dr Abdul Malik Baloch) is from the National Party (NP), which predominantly 
represents the Baloch areas. Also in government with the NP are the Pakistan Muslim League - Nawaz 
(PML-N), the Pakhtoonkhwa Milli Awami Party (PkMAP), and the Pakistan Muslim League (PML). The 
government alliance has a current strong majority of 50 seats out of 6511 (see Annex 5). The two major 
opposition parties are Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam-Fazl-ur-Rehman (JUI-F) and the Balochistan National 
Party (BNP).  

The 2013 general elections in Balochistan were problematic for various reasons although, positively, 
various Baloch parties did not boycott the process as they did in 2008. There was no observation in the 
province by the EU Election Observation Mission (EOM), but the mission noted various problems 
including: some very high levels of invalid ballots (up to 38%), some very low levels of turnout (with one 
provincial assembly constituency in Awaran having a turnout of just 1.18%). Balochistan is the only 
province where the overall turnout was lower than in 2008 (by 66,373 votes).  

 

4 Including Brahvi speakers. 

5 Provincial Disaster Management Authority http://www.pdma.gob.pk/?p=39. 

6 http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/pakistan/database/fatilities_regionwise2013.htm. Accessed 5 December 2013. 

7 Police powers for the Frontier Corps were extended on 1 December 2013 for two more months. See for example 
http://www.dawn.com/news/1059985/fcs-police-powers-extended. 

8 See for example Human Rights Watch “We can torture, kill, or keep you for years” 2011. 
http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/pakistan0711WebInside.pdf. 

9 June 2013 fact finding mission Report http://www.hrcp-web.org/hrcpweb/wp-
content/pdf/Balochistan%20Report%20New%20Final.pdf:  

10 Provincial Disaster Management Authority http://www.pdma.gob.pk/?p=39. 

11 In the previous assembly the government alliance was led by the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) in coalition with JUI-F, PML-Q, 
BNP-Awam amongst others, with only one member was in the opposition. 
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The EU EOM 2013 noted, “Attacks on the campaigns of political parties, candidates, party supporters, 
party premises and electoral locations increased significantly as the election date approached… The 
majority of the targeted attacks took place in KPK and Balochistan.” Similarly, the local government 
elections became the target of attacks and threats. For example UN data record 30 incidents from 20 
November until the end of polling day, 8 of which appear to be election-related. They include abduction 
of seven candidates in three incidents, two IED explosions in or near polling stations, an attack on 
security forces involved in election work and one clash between political groups12.    

NATIONAL CONTEXT / SETTING THE SCHEDULE FOR THE ELECTIONS 
The 18th amendment to the Constitution established sole responsibility for legislating for local 
government with the provinces13, and also gave the ECP, a federal body, responsibility for administering 
local government elections14. In the same year the term of local governments expired and the elected 
bodies were dissolved (on 9 January 2010 in the case of Balochistan). However, no province passed the 
necessary legislation, and instead all appointed civil servants who have been running local government 
to date. The delay has been seen by some as attributable to provincial level leaders not wanting to 
devolve power and resources to another tier, instead wanting to maintain authority and finances in their 
own offices. 

Balochistan, in advance of all other provinces, passed a Local Government Act in May 2010, with 
secondary level legislation (rules) passed by the provincial government a year later  - in May 2011 for 
delimitation, and January 2013 for the general rules. However, no elections were held until end of 2013.  

A constitutional petition resulted in the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Iftikhar Muhammad 
Chaudhry, ruling on 2 July 2013 that the provinces were required to hold local government elections as 
early as possible (and cantonment elections on or before 15 September 2013)15. On 25 October 2013 the 
provincial government of Balochistan submitted to the Supreme Court a letter addressed to the ECP 
saying that the province was ready for the holding of elections on 7 December 201316. The Supreme 
Court then stated that “the ECP is directed to follow the request so made by the Provincial Governments 
[sic]”17. While there have been later contestations of election dates for other provinces resulting in 
delays, the date for the Balochistan elections has remained, thus Balochistan’s local government 
elections are the first to be held. On 31 October 2013 the ECP announced the election schedule. 

STRUCTURE OF THE LOCAL COUNCILS 

The new local government structure has been criticized for establishing councils that lack powers, i.e. 
local bodies rather than local government18, although reportedly the provincial government is looking to 
extend the powers of the local councils following their establishment. The government has control over 
term of office for local councils and has unfettered power to dissolve and appoint an administrator in 
place19. The government also has wide licence to remove individual local council members as well as 
chairs and vice-chairs20. The envisaged petition mechanism is limited in also being to the government21. 

 

12 UN Department of Safety and Security, Daily Situation Reports. 

13 Previously, under President Musharraf, the provinces had been required to have Presidential approval for any amendment in 
local government legislation. 

14 Constitution of Pakistan, article 140A “1) Each Province shall, by law, establish a local government system and devolve political, 
administrative and financial responsibility and authority to the elected representatives of the local governments. 2) Elections to 
the local governments shall be held by the Election Commission of Pakistan.” Also article 219D refers to the Commission’s 
responsibility to hold local elections. 

15 Civil Misc. Application number 3258 of 2013. 

16 The Punjab and Sindh provincial governments submitted similar letters requesting elections on the 7 December and 27 
November 2013 respectively. These dates were later deferred. 

17 Supreme Court Order, 25 October 2013, Constitutional Petition No.77 of 2010. 

18 See for example page 7 of PILDAT’s comparative analysis of Local Government Laws 2013. PILDAT and the Friedrich Ebert 
Stiftung. 

19 Balochistan Local Government Act (BLGA) section 26. 

20 BLGA sections 30 and 31. 

21 BLGA section 31(2). 
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In the words of one EAM interlocutor “even if the powers of the local bodies will be limited, and even if 
the elections won’t be perfect, at least we’ll have finally have some sort of local government.” 

DEFINITION OF THE ELECTORAL SYSTEM 
The electoral system for local councils is not well defined in law, leaving excessive discretion to the 
government to decide on the framework for elections and therefore the structure of government. This 
undermines the predictability of the law and increases the risk of the government being accused of 
taking actions to advantage incumbent parties, thereby reducing confidence in electoral processes. In 
particular the government has the discretion to decide if constituencies have a single representative or 
multiple members22 which may result for example in the government being accused of establishing a 
two-seat constituency where it thinks that a government candidate will come in second. The 
Balochistan Local Government Act (BLGA) also fails to establish a mechanism for the election of the 
reserved seats23, with discretion again being given to the provincial government (which is charged with 
responsibility for expounding the law through rules, i.e. the secondary legislation). 

Understanding of the electoral system has not been enhanced by an inconsistency in language between 
the law and rules. BLGA in section 12(2) refers to 5% reserved seats for workers and peasants with “a 
minimum of one under each category”. However the rules refer to workers and peasants as one category 
(“peasant/workers”), thereby implying a minimum of one seat for workers and peasants combined 
(section 48). The provincial government and the ECP appear to be using the separate categorization of 
peasants and workers. 

Recommendation: the law be made clear in prescribing the electoral system in use, without leaving 
discretion to the provincial government. 

LOCAL COUNCIL COMPOSITION 
The configuration and size of the local councils being elected vary according to rural and urban areas. 
Most seats are directly elected, followed by subsequent indirect elections for “special interest” seats 
for women, non-Muslims, peasants and workers. 

In rural areas there are two bodies elected; union councils and district councils, with voters casting one 
ballot for each. In urban areas voters cast one ballot for either a municipal committee, a municipal 
corporation or a metropolitan corporation (depending on the population size of the urban area). The 
provincial government has established that all constituencies for general seats are single member, with 
the representative for each constituency being elected in a first-past-the-post system. 

Those elected to a council on general seats then vote on additional members to fill reserved seats for 
special interest groups. These indirectly elected members can form a substantial proportion of the 
council: women’s seats are 33% of the members elected on general seats with a minimum of one, and 
workers 5% and peasants 5% each with a minimum of one. The number of non-Muslims is left to the 
discretion of the provincial government24. Thus for a union council with seven general seats, there could 
be five indirectly elected seats (42% of the total)25. This balance could be further tipped towards 
indirectly elected seats should an elected member resign or pass away, given that by-elections for 
vacant seats are due to be held just once a year26. 

No time limits are specified for the indirect elections of special interest seats, which runs the risk of 
delay in the formation and functioning of the local bodies. The rules instead merely refer to them being 
announced “soon after the issue of notification of the names of members of the local council”27. There is 

 

22 “The wards may be multi-member or single-member as may be specified by Government.” BLGA, section 13.3.  

23 BLGA section 12. 

24 “The number of Non-Muslim members in a Local Council shall be such as may be fixed by Government [of Balochistan] keeping 
in view the population of non-Muslims in that local area” BLGA section 11. 

25 Two reserved seats for women, one for a non-Muslim, one for a peasant and one for a worker 

26 BLGA section 30(2)A. 

27 Balochistan Local Government (Election) Rules 2012, BLGA(E)A section 48. 
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then a process of nominations of any qualified citizen by members of the local councils, appeals, and 
voting by the local council members.  

After oath-taking there is a third phase of elections, with the 725 chairs and 725 vice-chairs, (or mayor 
and deputy mayor for the metropolitan corporation) being indirectly elected. The local council members 
vote for candidates who must be members of the respective council28. 

LOCAL COUNCIL COMPOSITION 

Body Total Covering 
General members directly 

elected 
Wards general 

seats29 

Union council 635 Village(s) of 7,000 – 
15,000 excluding urban 
and cantonment areas 

7-15 general members based 
on population ranging between 
1,000 and 1,500 with a 
marginal adjustment of 100  

5,498 

District 
council 

32 Area of a revenue district 
excluding urban and 
cantonment areas. 
General members equal 
to the number of union 
councils in the district 

General members equal to the 
number of union councils  

635 

Municipal 
committees 

53 Urban area with a 
population 15,000 to 
100,000 

8-36 general members based 
on population ranging between 
2,000 and 2,500 with a 
marginal adjustment of 200  

1,05730 

Municipal 
corporations 

4 Urban area with a 
population 100,000+ to 
500,000 

30-50 general members based 
on population ranging between 
3,500 and 10,000 with a 
marginal adjustment of 500  

Metropolitan 
corporations 

1 Urban area with a 
population of more than 
500,000 

50-70 general members based 
on population ranging between 
10,000 and 20,000 with a 
marginal adjustment of 1000  

INDIRECTLY ELECTED SPECIAL INTEREST SEATS 
The Constitution refers to local government institutions having special representation of peasants, 
workers and women31. Such special measures for the promotion of women are in keeping with 
Pakistan’s commitments under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Women (CEDAW), if they are temporary and designed to advance de facto equality participation.  

 

28 BLGA sections 14 and 15. 

29 Numbers taken from the ECP website “LG Elections Balochistan: At a Glance”, made available 6 December 2013. NB These 
figures are different to those unofficially provided by the PEC on 19 December 2013 (see annex 4) which refer to 5,490 union 
councils and 1,043 municipal committees. 

30 No official breakdown has been given by the ECP on how many of these urban wards are in municipal committees, municipal 
corporations or metropolitan corporations. However unofficial data received from the office of the Provincial Election 
Commissioner was made available to the EAM, see Annex 4. 

31 Constitution of Pakistan article 32: “Promotion of local Government institutions. The State shall encourage local Government 
institutions composed of elected representatives of the areas concerned and in such institutions special representation will be 
given to peasants, workers and women.”  
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Reserved seats for non-Muslims (as established in the BLGA and also in the national and provincial 
assemblies) may be seen as a necessary measure to provide for the constitutional requirement to 
safeguard minorities´ rights and interests32. This can be regarded as in accordance with Pakistan’s 
international commitments under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)33 in 
giving effect to non-discrimination against religious minorities34.  

Reserved seats for socio-economic or professional groups (workers and peasants) may be similarly seen 
as beneficial in providing for those otherwise disadvantaged in their political participation, particularly 
given the very entrenched systems of work and land-ownership. However, it may be argued that the 
benefits of such a system are outweighed by the disadvantage it places on others as fewer general seats 
are available, thereby undermining equality of opportunity in the right to stand. There are no 
international legal standards regarding temporary special measures for socio-economic or professional 
groups. Furthermore the definition of workers and peasants given in the law35 may be subject to 
criticism and is vulnerable to varied interpretation, thus risking of inconsistent application and dispute.  

The system of indirect elections for special interest seats can be criticized for reducing citizens’ power 
to directly choose their local government, and reducing local councils’ accountability to citizens. Various 
EAM interlocutors referred to the reserved seats being a vehicle for promotion of party interests rather 
than actually about representing special interest groups. Civil society organisations commented that the 
indirect elections are not real political participation as those indirectly elected are under party control. 
Indirectly elected members have been criticized for being beholden to the elected members who voted 
for them, rather than to the population, thereby increasing patronage rather than democratic politics. 

Recommendation: consideration to be given to reviewing the electoral system for seats for special 
interest groups. 

 

32 Constitution of Pakistan article 36. The Constitution also establishes Islam as a state religion, and that the President and the 
Prime Minister shall be Muslim (articles 2 and 41).  

33 ICCPR article 2 “1. Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals within its 
territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present Covenant, without distinction of any kind, such… 
religion… 2… each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to.. adopt such laws or other measures as may be necessary to 
give effect to the rights recognized in the present Covenant.” 

34 Pakistan is also a State Party to the International Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (ICERD) and, although 
religious minorities do not as such fall under the Convention, has reported on the status of religious minorities under the treaty’s 
auspices. 

35 The BLGA states that “peasant means a person who is a landless tenant or who for a continuous period of five years preceding 
the year in which election is held is or has been the owner of not more than five acres of land and engages himself personally in 
cultivation for his maintenance” and “ worker means a person directly engaged in work, or is dependent on personal labour, for 
subsistence living and includes a worker as defined in the Industrial Relations Ordinance, 2002 (XCI of 2002);” BLGA section 2. 
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

INTERNATIONAL LAW 
Pakistan ratified the UN International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) in June 201036. 
Therefore these were the first local elections to be held under a framework of international legal 
commitments relating to civil and political rights. Pakistan has also ratified or acceded to, and is 
therefore bound by, the International Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (ICERD), the 
Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW)37, and the recent 
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD). All of these conventions contain legally 
binding provisions pertaining to a wide range of civil rights and freedoms. Pakistan has also ratified the 
Convention Against Corruption (CAC), in 2007, which includes commitments related to the transparency 
of government. All of the treaty obligations are applicable to local elections38. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK 
The Balochistan Local Government Act (BLGA) came into force in May 2010. Later amendments were 
made in August 2013 in view of the decision of the new incoming provincial government and Assembly to 
hold the local elections on a party basis and ECP recommendations (apparently relating to vacant seats 
only)39. The ECP was not consulted about the Act.  

The Act gives power of secondary, or implementing, legislation to the provincial government for all 
matters, including election administration.40 This is in keeping with the constitutional provision for 
provinces to “by law, establish a local government system”41. However, this arrangement strips the ECP, 
the federal body constitutionally mandated to hold local government elections42, of the ability to 
determine how it will meet its mandate. This is problematic in that the provincial government, who is not 
always trusted to be neutral, has involvement in election administration, deciding matters such as what 
results forms will be used. Under these arrangements rules can be crafted without full election 
expertise and experience, and the ECP can be left operating in an uncertain legal environment as rules 
can be changed at any time. Thus the ECP is powerless43, and accountability for the election is dispersed 
and thereby weakened.44 

The ECP advocated for some ECP commentary and involvement in the rules. They wrote a letter to the 
provincial governments (Chief Secretaries) on 18 July 2013, intended for consideration “at the time of 
legislation or prescribing the Rules for local government elections”. This notes “the ECP would 
appreciate if these are shared with it before finalizing them. Uniformity of election procedures among 
Provinces, as far as may be practicable and possible, will help the Commission in organizing local 
elections in a better way.” The letter also offers ECP assistance to provincial legal drafting teams. 
However, the ECP does not appear to have emphasised the fundamental problem it has in not being able 
to determine the rules needed for administering elections. 

The rules were administratively produced by the civil bureaucracy, reportedly with reference to the 1980 
Ordinance and the 2001 rules for local elections. Provincial authority staff report that the ECP was fully 

 

36 Currently 167 countries are State Party to the ICCPR. In 2011, Pakistan withdrew or narrowed down most of its reservations. 
Pakistan has made a reservation to article 25 restricting the eligibility of candidates for the Presidency and for the selection of the 
Prime Minister by the National Assembly to Muslims.  

37 Pakistan has declared that its accession to the CEDAW convention is subject to the provisions of the Constitution. See: 
http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/reservations-country.htm  

38 This is clear from the language of General Comment 25, the authoritative interpretation of the ICCPR by the UN Human Rights 
Committee, see for example paragraphs 5 and 6. See http://www.unhchr.ch/tbs/doc.nsf/0/d0b7f023e8d6d9898025651e004bc0eb. 

39 Statement of objects and reasons, Balochistan Local Government (Amendment) Act 2013. 

40 BLGA section 141. 

41 Constitution of Pakistan, article 140A. 

42 Constitution of Pakistan, articles 140A and 219D. 

43 For the national and provincial assembly elections, the Representation of People Act (RoPA) section 107 gives the ECP the 
power to make rules (although approval of the President is required). Similarly in the Electoral Rolls Act (section 28). 

44 Responsible staff of the provincial authority involved in drafting the rules indicated to the EAM a preference for the ECP framing 
the rules for their own operational activities. 
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on board with the Act and the rules, with the government responding to requested changes. The 
Balochistan Local Government (Election) Rules were notified in January 2013. Following Supreme Court 
discussions and further ECP suggestions, amendments to the rules were notified on 31 October, the 
same day the ECP declared the schedule for the elections. 

Recommendation: there be a timely review of legislation, based on international law commitments and a 
consultative process.  

Recommendation: a mechanism be established whereby the body responsible for administering the 
elections has authority to make the rules defining its own operational procedures. 

AVAILABILITY OF THE LEGISLATION AND INFORMATION 
Laws and rules are published in the Balochistan Gazette. However, no candidate or party member 
interviewed by the EAM was aware of how to access the Gazette. None of the acts or rules are available 
on the ECP website. The Act is available on the Balochistan government’s website45 but it does not 
include the amendments and these are not separately available. There has been no consolidation of the 
law, or of the rules, with all amendments included. All of the legal acts and rules are in English thereby 
making them further inaccessible to stakeholders.  

In effect the legal framework was beyond the reach of stakeholders. EAM interlocutors reported that in 
the absence of access to the current legislation they were referring to their memory of previous local 
government legislation and arrangements from the 2005 elections. 

This lack of access to information of public interest is not consistent with article 19A of the Constitution 
which states “Every citizen shall have the right to have access to information in all matters of public 
importance subject to regulation and reasonable restrictions imposed by law.” Similarly the ICCPR has 
obligations for freedom to receive information46. Provincial governments do not come under the 
jurisdiction of the federal Freedom of Information Ordinance (2002). Balochistan’s Freedom of 
Information Act (2005) is weak, only making reference to “acts and subordinate legislation such as rules 
and regulations… [being] duly published and made available at a reasonable price.”47  

Recommendation: the legal framework for local government elections be made easily publicly available 
for all stakeholders.  

Recommendation: Balochistan’s Freedom of Information Act (2005) be revised to require state 
authorities to proactively put in the public domain information of public interest. 

PRIMARY LEGISLATION 
The BLGA gives excessive and unchecked discretion to the provincial government. Thus there is 
insufficient separation of powers between the different branches of state. In addition to determining the 
rules, the government of Balochistan determines the term of office of the local councils with powers to 
dissolve councils and appoint administrators; it can also remove individual members with a review 
mechanism which extends only within the government48. The provincial government has responsibility 
for the rules, for key aspects of the election system (how many members there will be per ward), 
delimitation, how many local councils there will be, determining the number of non-Muslim members, 
and the mechanism for the indirect election of special interest seats49.  

Periodic elections are not sufficiently provided for as no time limits are given on when elections must be 
held by. There is a stark lack of transparency measures, such as provisions for observer access and 

 

45 Department of Local Government and Rural Development. 
http://balochistan.gov.pk/index.php?option=com_docman&task=cat_view&gid=660&Itemid=677. 

46 ICCPR article 19 refers to "freedom to seek, receive and impart information". ICCPR general comment 34, interpreting article 19, 
notes: "State parties should proactively put in the public domain Government information on public interest." 

47 Freedom of Information Act 2005 (for Balochistan), section 5.  

48 BLGA sections 26 and 30. 

49 BLGA sections 141, 13.3, 10, 11, and 12 respectively. 
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freedom of information. Other sections of this report detail the problems relating to delimitation, voter 
registration, candidacy requirements, election day procedures, and limited access to remedy etc. 
Excessive discretion is given to the ECP to add other conditions for voter registration50. 

The BLGA states “The provisions of the Representation of the People Act [RoPA] 1976 shall, mutatis 
mutandis and in so far as these are not inconsistent with this Act, apply to the elections to the local 
councils under this Act.”51 Thus the shortcomings of the RoPA also have application to the local 
elections52. 

SECONDARY LEGISLATION (RULES)  
The rules consist of 95 rules (47 pages) that stipulate how elections are administered, including all the 
forms (32 pages) that will be used by ROs and polling staff. Observer recommendations following the 
general elections have not been incorporated and some provisions are weaker than in the general 
elections.  

Specific shortcomings are listed in respective sections of this report, but some overarching points are 
noteworthy. Firstly as mentioned above there is inconsistency with the primary legislation, with the Act 
referring to peasants and workers as separate categories, yet the rules referring to “peasants/workers” 
indicating their combined status. Secondly there is a lack of information on key aspects of the election 
such as limits on the timing of the elections for general seats and the indirect elections53. Thirdly 
accountability and transparency checks are weak. Unlike in the general election there is no provision for 
counting the number of ballots taken out of the ballot box. There is no provision for observers. Only 
“reasonable facility of observing the count” is given to contesting candidates, election agents and 
polling agents54. Fourthly ECP attempts to gather gender-disaggregated voter turnout information have 
been retracted as, unlike in the general election, the results form does not require any record of the 
number of men and women who voted. 

 

50 BLGA section 23.1(c). 

51 BLGA section 16.4. 

52 For further information see the EU EOM 2013 final report and Balochistan Local Election Framework Assessment, published by 
DRI: http://www.democracy-reporting.org/files/dri_balochsitan_lefa.pdf#search=Balochistan. 

53 BLG(E)R section 48 simply states that the indirect elections will take place “soon after the issue of notification of the names of 
members of the local council”. 

54 BLG(E)R section 40(2). 
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DELIMITATION 

Delimitation was problematic in law and practice. The legal framework does not provide for equality of 
the vote nor an independent mechanism to establish boundaries, thereby risking actual and/or 
perceived biases in constituency formation. Some delimitation was finalised very late in the process and 
information was not sufficiently available including at the crucial time of candidate registration, leaving 
aspiring candidates unaware of which constituency to nominate themselves in.  

LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS 
The BGLA gives the government of Balochistan responsibility for dividing “local areas into such number 
of wards having a definite boundary as it may determine”55 with all else left for the government to decide 
through rules and implementation. This is problematic as 1) there is not an independent body for 
delimitation56 2) there is no independent mechanism57 for resolving disputes, and 3) there is no 
requirement for regular delimitation review thereby compromising predictability and risking out of date 
constituency compositions.  

The government has the discretion not only to decide the boundaries, but also the number of bodies that 
will be established, risking formation of constituencies  and bodies according to government favour. For 
example the Act refers to 7-15 union council members “on the basis of population ranging between 
1,000 and 1,500”58. Thus in areas deemed to be pro-government a higher number union council seats 
and/or bodies could be established, with smaller populations in each constituency (1,000). Conversely 
for areas deemed to be pro-opposition, fewer union council seats/bodies could be established but each 
one with a larger population (1,500). There is no sound mechanism to ensure due process and fair 
adjudication of any complaint raised regarding this issue. 

Furthermore the variation in population sizes of union councils damages equality of the vote59 for 
district councils, as each union council is one district council ward. As each district council can have a 
population of between 10,000 and 15,000, there can thus be more than 100% variation in the size of the 
constituencies to the same district council, leaving voters’ ballots with vastly different proportional 
values. Otherwise the marginal adjustment provisions providing for variation in constituencies to the 
same body are within the internationally accepted levels of variation60. 

On 3 May 2011 the Government of Balochistan notified the Local Government Delimitation Rules, 2011. 
These are also problematic in various regards including: 1) precluding fresh delimitations unless there is 
a census, change in administrative boundaries or the government or election commission so choose, and 
2) establishing an appeal mechanism that has limited time for appeals and is to the government61. 

Recommendation: the law is revised to establish an independent mechanism for periodic review of 
boundaries that provides for equality of the vote. Also to include an appeal mechanism to an 
independent body within an expedited timeframe. 

 

 

55 BGLA, section 13.2. 

56 BGLA, section 7(2). For the delimitation of national and provincial assembly seats, the ECP has responsibility (Delimitation of 
Constituencies Act 1974). 

57 As is recommended by International IDEA amongst others, see Guiding Principles of Boundary Delimitation which refer to an 
independent impartial boundary authority. http://aceproject.org/ace-en/topics/bd. 

58 BGLA section 10(ii)(a). 

59 ICCPR article 25 requires “equal suffrage” for citizens. The authoritative interpretation of article 25 (general comment 25) by the 
treaty monitoring body states “The principle of one person, one vote, must apply, and within the framework of each State's 
electoral system, the vote of one elector should be equal to the vote of another. The drawing of electoral boundaries and the 
method of allocating votes should not distort the distribution of voters”. 

60 The internationally widely respected Venice Commission’s Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters states “The maximum 
admissible departure from the distribution criterion adopted depends on the individual situation, although it should seldom 
exceed 10% and never 15%, except in really exceptional circumstances (a demographically weak administrative unit of the same 
importance as others with at least one lower-chamber representative, or concentration of a specific national minority).” 

61 Balochistan Local Government Delimitation Rules, 2011, sections 3 and 7. 
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DELIMITATION IN PRACTICE 
Delimitation of such a number of often very small constituencies is a difficult undertaking, but made 
harder in Balochistan by the difficult terrain, undeveloped infrastructure and security conditions. In 
2012, 21 districts were notified in the Balochistan Gazette, another one in May 2013, and two in August 
2013. On 24 October 2013 the Government of Balochistan wrote in a letter to the ECP that “The 
delimitation process of 31 out of 32 districts have been complemented and 28 districts notified. The 
delimitation of Quetta has administrative, security and political dimensions and efforts are underway to 
develop consensus amongst the stakeholders for amicable solution regarding a decision at the higher 
level.” Finally Quetta and 7 other districts were notified on 28 October 2013, 3 days before the 
announcement of the election schedule and 11 days before the deadline for filing candidate nomination 
papers.  

Reportedly, delimitation for councils was largely based on old boundaries from the previous local 
government elections using old census data from 1998, although with some changes62. However, under 
the previous system there were no electoral wards within each council, and therefore these 
delimitations were required anew for the 2013 local elections. 

There were wide ranging complaints from voters about the lack of availability of delimitation 
information, leaving candidates unsure of which ward to nominate themselves in (candidates are 
required to be on the electoral roll in the ward they are running for63). The Delimitation Rules require 
publication of delimitations “at the office of the Local Council concerned”64, however, it was widely 
reported that this did not happen in practice. Publication in the Balochistan Gazette is also required65 
but there is a lack of knowledge about how to access the Gazette. No delimitation information was 
available on the ECP website and only 26 out of 32 districts are available on the Balochistan government 
website66. All are in English and no maps are available. Some district delimitations name all the 
composite census blocks of each ward, while others simply have a one-word description of the ward67. 
Therefore to access the delimitation information it is necessary to 1) be literate 2) be able to read 
English and 3) to understand the 1998 census block codes (for some districts). This lack of access to 
information of public interest is not consistent with constitutional provisions for citizens’ right to 
information in all matters of public importance, nor ICCPR obligations for freedom to receive 
information68. Also the Balochistan Freedom of Information Act (2005) makes reference to the 
availability of records including notifications “at an adequate number of outlets”69. 

The electorate was divided into wards using old census block codes70, rather than the ones used in the 
current electoral roll system71. This is apparently not due to legal requirements but rather is based on 
reference to constitutional provision for division of national assembly seats according to “the last 
census officially published”72. This has resulted in a much more complex process with errors, delays, 
and confusion over who is in what census block and what census block is in what constituency.  

 

62 For example, there are now an additional 68 union councils.  

63 BLGA section 24(1)(c). 

64 Balochistan Local Government Delimitation Rules, 2011, section 6(5). 

65 Balochistan Local Government Delimitation Rules, 2011, section 7(3). 

66 http://balochistan.gov.pk/index.php?option=com_docman&task=cat_view&gid=660&Itemid=677 

67 For example districts Musakhel and Mastung. For instance one ward in Musakhel in Union Council Ghuryasa has one ward 
called “Ghuryasa (Southern)” and the “extent of ward” is “Ghuryasa (Southern)”, with the equivalent lack of information given for 
“Ghuryasa (Northern)”. 

68 ICCPR article 19 refers to "freedom to seek, receive and impart information". ICCPR general comment 34, interpreting article 19 
notes: "State parties should proactively put in the public domain Government information on public interest." 

69 Freedom of Information Act 2005 (for Balochistan), section 5.  

70 Census blocks are made up of approximately 200-250 houses, according to the Census Commissioner in a presentation made in 
2011. 

71 For the May 2013 general elections new census block codes were used for dividing the electorate. These new codes were 
prepared on the basis of the household listing undertaken in 2011 (the remaining stages of the census were not completed).  

72 “The seats in the National Assembly shall be allocated to each Province, the Federally Administered Tribal Areas and the 
Federal Capital on the basis of population in accordance with the last preceding census officially published.”  Constitution of 
Pakistan article 51.1. 
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Use of the old census block codes created problems for delimitation and consequently for electoral roll 
division, causing complications at many stages of the process (including candidate nomination, 
campaigning, voters access to information on contenders, and establishment of the polling scheme). 
However, the ECP does not appear to have sufficiently advocated for use of the new census block codes. 
For example the ECP’s letter to the provincial governments (Chief Secretaries) on 18 July 2013 makes no 
reference to census block codes. 

Information on the population per constituency is out of date given that the census was undertaken in 
1998. Information on registered voters per constituency (as opposed to the population size) has not been 
made easily available, although it can be deduced by examination of the polling scheme. The polling 
scheme was, however, only made available only one day before voting. Analysis of number of registered 
voters per constituency shows extreme variation between different constituencies to the same body, 
fundamentally undermining the equality of the vote. In Quetta Metropolitan, one ward (2 M.A Jinnah) has 
1,947 voters while another (58 Lore Karez) has 26,445, i.e. more than 13 times more voters73. Within each 
of the union councils in Quetta there was a minimum variation of more than 261% (the smallest ward 
having 1,151 voters and the largest having 3,009 voters). In the most extreme case in union council 3 
(Sara Ghurgai) one ward had 1,450 voters making it 145 times larger than the smallest ward which has 
just 10 voters in total74. 

The EAM examined two other constituencies - Killa Abdullah in the northern part of the province and 
Mastung in the central part - and again found such discrepancies to be routine. For example in Zara 
Band union council of Killa Abdullah, one ward has 29 registered voters, while another has 783. In 
Daman Ashazai union council one ward has 61 voters and another has 1,108. In Mastung union council 
Mobi, one ward has 52 voters (Mobi I) while another ward has 1,354 (Mobi III). In Isplinji Union council in 
Mastung, one ward has 57 voters (Mir Hazar) while another ward has 1,926 (Fateh Muhammad). 

Examination of the polling scheme also shows constituencies with high levels of voters indicating that 
the total population for that ward is likely to be well over the maximum permissible in the BGLA. For 
example in Union Council 2 (Shadenzai) in ward 7 (Hazara Town) there are 28,802 voters when provisions 
of the act require that as far as possible there be a total population of between 1,000 and 1,500 in a 
ward. 

The law notes “As far as possible the composition of [the local councils]… shall be...”. Therefore it allows 
for some deviation. Examination of the number of wards per local council body has found 13 cases of 
union councils with too few wards and one with too many, and two cases of municipal committees with 
too few seats75. 

Various EAM interlocutors reported problematic delimitations in practice with, for example, members of 
the same household being in two different constituencies. This, coupled with a lack of timely 
information on delimitation or polling scheme data showing one’s ward (sometimes not available until 
election day), meant that voters did not necessarily know their constituency and therefore their 
electoral choices. This fundamentally compromises voters’ ability to make an informed choice, and 
candidates’ ability to campaign.  

Various parties reported gerrymandering by the outgoing provincial government responsible for the 2012 
delimitations and/or the incumbent government who completed the remaining districts76. One 
government representative interviewed commented “in an ideal world [the current government] would 
have undertaken a fresh delimitation exercise.” Delimitation being a matter of the government of the day 

 

73 NB The law refers to metropolitan wards being based on population ranging between 10,000 and 20,000 with a marginal 
adjustment of 1,000. 

74 Union Council 3 (Sara Ghurgai), ward 4 (Saraghurgai) has 1,450 registered voters while ward 3 (Killi Saran Tangi) has just 10 
voters. 

75 Thirteen union councils with too few seats: Quetta, Sibi, Kacchi, Jaffar Abad, and Loralai. One union council with too many 
seats: Zhob. Two municipal committees with too few seats: Jaffar Abad and Shobat Pur. 

76 The authoritative interpretation of article 25 (general comment 25) by the treaty monitoring body states “The drawing of 
electoral boundaries and the method of allocating votes should not distort the distribution of voters or discriminate against any 
group and should not exclude or restrict unreasonably the right of citizens to choose their representatives freely. 
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risks actual and/or perceived advantage being given to incumbent parties, and thus an undermining of 
the genuineness of an election process77. 

Recommendation: periodic delimitation is undertaken and full information is made easily accessible to 
the public. Delimitation be based on updated population information or instead voter registration data. 
Constituencies are equalized. 

 

77 ICCPR article 25 refers to the right and opportunity “To vote and to be elected at genuine periodic elections”. 
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ELECTION ADMINISTRATION  

THE ELECTION COMMISSION OF PAKISTAN (ECP)  
The ECP is a constitutionally mandated independent body. During these elections it had two Acting Chief 
Election Commissioners (CECs) appointed from the judiciary78. No significant efforts were made by 
Parliament to fill this key post at this critical time79. Following the resignation of the former CEC, Acting 
CEC Jillani took office on 16 August 2013. He continued until 29 November, when he resigned upon 
notification of his appointment as the new Chief Justice, and the following day Justice Mulk became the 
new Acting CEC. 

Recommendation: parliament undertakes the necessary processes and promptly appoints a permanent 
CEC. 

On 25 October, the ECP was aware of the 7 December election date requested by the provincial 
government, which the ECP was then instructed by the Supreme Court to follow. This left 42 days until 
polling. However, at this point the ECP did not yet have the finalised rules nor complete delimitation 
information for the province. These were only completed on 31 October, leaving the ECP 36 days until 
election day. This is 9 days short of the 45 days minimum timeline given in the Representation of the 
People Act 197680, and 16 days short of the 52 day timeline used for the general election81. The ECP does 
not appear to have effectively advocated for more time to prepare for holding the elections. For example, 
the ECP’s letter to the provincial governments on 18 July 2013 notes “at least 90 days should legally be 
provided for completion of local elections after local elections date or dates are announced by 
respective Provincial Government in consultation with it.” There is no specification of the time needed 
before election day. 

Recommendation: the ECP develop an implementable electoral schedule prior to the call for elections, 
to be clear about what time is required for before and after election day. 

ARRANGEMENTS AND PREPARATION FOR THE ELECTION  
The ECP has a Provincial Election Commissioner (PEC) and District Election Commissioners (DECs), with 
a combined permanent staff of some 450. However 246 temporarily appointed Returning Officers 
(ROs)/District Returning Officers/Assistant Returning Officers take on primary responsibility for running 
the elections82. The ECP indicated to the EAM that although they issued guidelines, ROs took their own 
initiatives to implement the law as they saw fit. District Returning Officers (DROs) reported that they 
often received oral and not comprehensive written instructions from the ECP, leaving parts of the 
process open to subjective interpretation and inconsistent implementation. Thus overall it appeared 
that the ECP lacked control and oversight of the work of ROs.  

Unlike for the general elections, ROs were this time appointed from the civil administration and not the 
judiciary. Numerous EAM interlocutors considered ROs from the civil administration as vulnerable to 
government and partisan influence given the nature of their permanent work and the lack of ECP 
oversight. Stakeholders alleged that as many as 70% were biased towards the party of the minister that 
they serve. Various stakeholders indicated that if they had problems with the election process it was 
more effective to go to the civil administration as it had more authority over ROs than the Election 
Commission, and therefore more influence on the election process. 

Recommendation: the ECP establish an effective management system of the work of all ROs. ECP staff 
(DECs) work as DROs, and ROs be under the direct control of DROs.  

 

78 Article 217 of the Constitution stipulates that in the CEC’s absence, a judge of the Supreme Court nominated by the Chief 
Justice acts as the Commissioner. 

79 The 18th amendment established a parliamentary mechanism for appointment of the CEC. Constitution of Pakistan article 213. 

80 Representation of the People Act, section 11. 

81 The President announced the date for the general elections on 20 March 2013 and polling was held on 11 May 2013. 

82 BLG(E)R 2013 section 10. For these elections the ECP appointed 32 DROs, 93 ROs and 121 AROs. 
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There was significantly less training for electoral staff than during the general elections because of the 
contracted timeframe. Handbooks were produced with the involvement of the International Foundation 
for Electoral Systems (IFES)83. However for ROs these were only in English which, according to RO 
interlocutors, made it difficult to use at times. ROs received no training. ROs reported to the EAM that 
rather they relied more on prior experience. For polling staff a manual was available in Urdu84, but 
training was limited and only given to presiding officers (PrOs) who were then tasked with training their 
polling station colleagues (who had at least mostly worked in the general elections). 

The low turnout and high number of invalid ballots for the 2013 general elections put an onus on 
targeted voter education initiatives. The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) assisted the 
ECP in production of voter education posters and IFES with spots for the electronic local media. 
However their impact appears to have been limited with stakeholders generally unaware of any such 
initiatives. 

The ECP faced numerous challenges with electoral authorities operating in a volatile environment and 
often facing direct threats to their personal safety. Special security measures were taken by the ECP in 
co-operation with law enforcement agencies in nine districts in Kalat and Makran divisions.85 In Wadh, 
Khuzdar district, the burning of election records resulted in a revised schedule by the Election 
Commission, which gave only one day for candidate nomination86. Ballot printing was complex with a 
high number of different ballot builds being required for the different constituencies. Ballot printing 
errors were reported in 17 districts prior to election day, where there were missing or incorrect 
allocation of symbols. The ECP reported that it managed to reprint and transport all the necessary 
corrected ballots, although distribution issues caused problems on election day (see below). The late 
delimitation and consequent division of the electoral roll resulted in delayed announcement of the 
polling scheme on the day before the election87. This hindered voters’, candidates’ and parties’ ability to 
organize themselves for election day and meant that certain problems became apparent on election day 
rather than before88. ECP staff were seen to work extremely long hours to deliver the election within the 
stipulated time frame. 

The ECP did not centrally provide sufficient electoral data, either in Islamabad or Quetta, thereby 
weakening stakeholders’ ability to analyse and assess the election process. There was no information on 
key matters, such as the number of voters on the electoral roll in the province, and the number of 
candidates running. Stakeholders89 claimed information was not always made comprehensively and 
readily available at the local level, in particular citing lack of access to electoral rolls and delimitation 
data. There were allegations of favouritism in giving information to ruling parties’ candidates90. The lack 
of availability of data is not consistent with constitutional provisions for citizens’ right to information in 
all matters of public importance, or ICCPR obligations for freedom to receive information91. A lack of 

 

83 ECP Handbook for District Returning Officers, Returning Officers and Assistant Returning Officers (dated 5 November 2013 in 
English) and the ECP Presiding Officers and Assistant Presiding Officers Handbook for Balochistan LGEs 2013 (dated 7 November 
2013 in Urdu). 

84 The vast majority of polling officials were reportedly teachers who had worked in previous election processes. 

85 Kalat, Awaran, Mastung, Kharan, Lasbela, Khuzdar, Gawadar, Panjgur and Turbat. 

86 http://ecp.gov.pk/ViewPressReleaseNotificDetail.aspx?ID=2185&TypeID=1 

87 This is in contrast to the Rules which state “the Returning Officer… shall  publish the final list of the polling stations together 
with the full particulars of voters assigned to every polling station at least fifteen days before the polling day.” BLG(E)R section 
11.2.  

88 For example three polling stations in Halqa 43 Killi Shabo Quetta were changed on election day reportedly resulting in voters 
having to travel 6km to another polling station. 

89 Inter alia, PML-N, NP, PTI, BNP.  

90 For example the DRO for Kachi district allegedly gave preferential treatment during the nomination process to candidates from 
the Mir Asim Kurd Gilo tribe, while a number of candidate nominations were rejected from the opposing tribe, Yar Mohammad 
Rind. The Rinds held a strike in support of the DRO’s transfer. Media reported that the DRO was subsequently replaced. Another 
transfer occurred with the DRO Khuzdar district by order of the provincial government after he had filed a First Investigation 
Report (FIR) against BNP-M party leader, Akhtar Mengal. The BNP leader alleged unfair treatment in the nomination process. The 
ECP Secretary reported on 6 December 2013 press conference that throughout the electoral process four temporarily appointed 
election officials were transferred. 

91 ICCPR article 19 refers to "freedom to seek, receive and impart information". ICCPR general comment 34, interpreting article 19 
notes: "State parties should proactively put in the public domain Government information on public interest." 
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information precludes examination and analysis thereby weakening potential to check the election 
process and the accountability of the ECP. 

Recommendation: a comprehensive and prompt sharing at local and central levels of all information of 
public interest, including on ECP decisions, candidate registration, polling schemes, results data and 
complaints. 
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VOTER REGISTRATION  

The BLGA provides for those who are 18 and citizens of Pakistan to vote. However, the legal framework 
for universality of the vote is problematic in 1) allowing for the ECP to add additional conditions for 
eligibility at its own discretion 2) requiring voters to be 18 of the first of January of the year in which the 
election is held, thus disenfranchising those that turn 18 later (in this case a ten month period before 
the elections are called). Furthermore no requirement is made for residence within a constituency, 
leaving open the possibility in principle of registration location according to political convenience. 

Recommendation: the legislation be amended to remove discretionary powers to the ECP to decide voter 
eligibility and to allow for those who are 18 at least at the time an election is called to vote. 

A significantly improved voter registration system was established prior to the 2013 general elections, 
based on National Identity Cards (NICs) and the involvement of the National Database and Registration 
Authority (NADRA). However, it is not clear if the arrangements for updating the electoral roll (ER) since 
the general elections were sufficient to protect the universality of the vote and the integrity of the 
process (i.e. that those eligible were on the roll and those not eligible or deceased were not). Data has 
not been made available by the ECP on the total number of eligible voters on the ER for these elections, 
or the number of additions, deletions and changes that have been made since the general elections. 
Electoral roll data can only be deduced for those constituencies where elections are taking place by 
adding up the number of registered voters at each polling station. 

Data from the general elections show a significant under-representation of women, with nearly half a 
million fewer women registered92. At the time of the announcement of the general elections on 20 March 
2013, after which time the ER is closed until after the election, there were 3,336,659 registered voters in 
total. Subsequent changes required citizens to proactively go to ECP offices93, with information then 
sent to NADRA. During the intervening seven months additions would be expected from people turning 
18 and moving into the province, and deletions through deaths and people moving out of the province 
should be made (although these are typically more problematic to track and implement)94. EAM analysis 
of Quetta, using data from the polling scheme, shows a 5% decrease in the number of voters in Quetta, 
rather than an expected increase95.  

The ER is required to be closed upon the announcement of the election schedule (31 October 2013). The 
late delimitation of constituencies and the use of the old census block codes from 1998 resulted in late 
ER availability as time was needed for voters to be assigned to the correct constituency. Problems 
reportedly arose resulting in high levels of manual checking and adjustments being made to a large 
proportion of constituencies even as late as after the candidate nomination phase. As a result there 
were delays in distribution resulting in the ER generally only being delivered to the districts a few days 
before election day on 5 December96, leaving minimal time for stakeholder access. Some locations 
reported only receiving the ER at 2am on election morning. 

The absence of current electoral roll data, coupled with a lack of delimitation data, meant that citizens 
did not know in which ward they were registered during candidate nomination and the campaigning 
period. Instead, old arrangements from the previous local and general elections were typically relied 
upon by individuals and electoral authorities.  

 

92 The ECP website indicates the total number of registered voters in Balochistan for the general elections 2013 was 3, 336,659 
out of which 1,915,388 (57%) were men and 1,421,271 (43%) were women. 

93 “Section 18” of the Electoral Rolls Act 1974 provides for additions and changes to ER entries in between annual updates.  

94 The EU EOM noted “The current legal framework and implementation practices do not provide for a robust consistent 
mechanism for maintaining and updating the ER. A system, as opposed to ad hoc arrangements are needed for ensuring that new 
CNIC registrants are on the ER, removing the deceased, and providing for people to be registered at the location of their 
convenience.”  

95 In the general elections there were 559,939 registered voters, and 535,799 for the local government elections, a difference of 
24,140. 

96 The ER was delivered to district level where DROs were responsible for bifurcating rolls according to the new constituency 
delimitations. 
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Some flexibility was applied in allowing candidates to transfer their ward (within the same census block) 
up until the end of appeals process on 19 November even though the list was officially closed upon 
notification of the election. This presumably allowed for late updates and corrections if candidates had 
been allocated to the wrong ward. However, it also opened the possibility of candidates being registered 
in constituencies other than those in which they live (as is required in the Act)97. Provincial election 
commission staff confirmed they did not have consolidated data on the number of transfers between 
wards during the candidate nomination process. 

As in the general elections, the ER used in polling stations contained photographs for identification 
purposes, constituting a preventive measure against impersonation. However, election day revealed 
problems with the electoral roll in regards to some entries for women having no photographs, and voters 
residing very close to each other apparently being strangely divided to different polling stations with 
instances of different members of the same household being allocated to different stations). 

Recommendation: the ECP establish a stronger system for updating the voter register and for providing 
public access to and information on the electoral roll. 

 

97 The BGLA requires candidates to be “enrolled as a voter in the electoral roll of the relevant ward” section 24(1)(c). 
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CANDIDATE NOMINATION  

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 
Positively, the August 2013 amendment to the BLGA provided for the elections to be held on a party 
basis. This upheld citizens’ right to freedom of association and to stand for election98. 

Legal qualifications for candidates are similar to those for the national and provincial assembly seats 
including vague and moral criteria that leave room for subjective interpretation. Candidates are required 
to be “of good character” and “not commonly known as one who violates Islamic injunctions” (or for non-
Muslims to have a “good reputation”)99. Such vague requirements are not consistent with Pakistan’s 
ICCPR commitments, with the authoritative interpretation of the treaty referring to “objective” 
criteria100.  

Candidacy disqualification for five years after a prison sentence of more than three months101 may be 
regarded as excessively punitive and an unwarranted limitation on the right to stand.  Similarly, once 
elected, if a member of a local council is found to have contravened the candidate qualification he/she is 
removed from office and is disqualified from being a candidate for four years102. 

Recommendation: candidacy qualifications are reviewed to remove subjective criteria and to reduce 
disqualification terms to be proportionate. 

CANDIDATE APPLICATION PROCESS 
Candidate nomination took place on 7-9 November after a one-day extension was announced, following 
problems with the late arrival of forms and frustrations with the short two-day time period originally 
announced. Candidate forms were only available in English, which resulted in some aspiring candidates 
unable to complete them alone103. There was also a lack of availability of forms104 resulting in a 
suggestion for aspiring candidates to print forms from the internet. However Internet and printer access 
is limited in Balochistan. A truck-load of blank nomination forms were seen being delivered to the PEC 
after candidate nomination was complete (including the extension), thereby rendering them useless. 

Recommendations: forms for aspiring candidates for local government elections are prepared and 
distributed well ahead of the nomination period and are fully and easily available , without requiring use 
of the internet, a printer, or English language skills. 

ROs had two days for scrutiny and publication of validly nominated candidates. According to reported 
ECP commentary in the media, in total 22,274 nominations were accepted105. Thus on average each of 
the 93 ROs had over 240 valid candidate nominations to process. Therefore it is likely that a pragmatic 
minimal approach was taken whereby only the candidate appeared in front of the RO during scrutiny106, 
administrative fulfilment was checked but no other qualification criteria were scrutinised. Thus in 
practice, and unlike in the general elections, rejections based on moral conditions were not an issue. 
ROs rejected 1,391 nomination papers, some 6% of the reported total submitted. ROs referred to 
administrative problems due to missing delimitation and ER information which was dealt with by 
reverting to the ER used for the 2013 general elections.  

 

98 ICCPR articles 22 and 25 respectively. 

99 BLGA section 24. 

100 UN Human Rights Committee, ICCPR General Comment 25, paragraph 4 “The exercise of these rights by citizens may not be 
suspended or excluded except on grounds which are established by law and which are objective and reasonable.” 

101 BLGA section 24(1)(l). 

102 BLGA 24(2)(b). 

103 EAM visit to RO office Quetta during candidate nomination.  

104 Many DROs and ROs reported to the EAM the late delivery of forms. 

105 Daily Express, 21 November 2013. 

106 Section16 (1) of the BLG(E)R 2013 provides for the scrutiny of nomination papers to be open to the candidates, their election 
agents, proposers and seconders, or the persons who made objections against the nomination papers, and any voter of the local 
area concerned who obtains permission from the RO before the commencement of the scrutiny. 
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Election offices were provided with security, yet some still experienced threats and attacks. There were 
two violent interruptions to the nomination process, one in Gwadar district where a Balochistan 
Liberation Army (BLA) grenade attack injured nine candidates and the RO, and a second in Khuzdar 
district where the RO office was burned resulting in destruction of election records.  

CHALLENGES TO RETURNING OFFICER (RO) DECISIONS ON CANDIDACY 
The primary legislation (the BLGA) does not provide a framework for challenging candidacy nomination 
decisions. The rules stipulate that “appellate authorities” are appointed by the Election Commission to 
decide on appeals against the decisions of ROs on rejection or acceptance of nomination papers. No 
time limits are specified. 

On 1 November 2013, following consultation with the Balochistan High Court, the ECP notified a list of 
district and session judges who were responsible for disposing of appeals. Judges for the appellate 
courts do not appear to have been given any orientation or instructions. In total 32 appellate authorities 
were operational from 12 to 18 of November 2013. 

Appellate Courts disposed of appeals in the presence of the petitioner, representatives of the respective 
RO and a representative from the ECP.  Overall it appears from media sources that there were 635 cases 
appealing rejection, of which half were disposed of favourably allowing candidates to stand, within the 
stipulated legal timeframe.107 There is a lack of information about the number of successful and 
unsuccessful appeals to rejected candidacies and appeals against accepted candidacies. 

Most appeals against rejection resulted from candidates filing nomination papers in the incorrect 
constituency as a consequence of non-availability of the electoral roll and delimitation information. ROs 
were ordered by appellate courts to assign the candidate to the correct constituency.  

It appears that 159 cases related to candidacy nomination were admitted to the Balochistan High Court, 
65 of which were dismissed, and the rest decided upon.  

COMPETITIVENESS: FINAL NUMBERS AND PARTY AFFILIATION 
Analysis of the final number of candidates is precluded by the lack of available provincial data, with 
information only reportedly available at district level. There is for example no information on the total 
number of candidates running, the number of independent candidates, the number per party, the 
proportion of women etc.  

The rules108 require certification of party affiliation to be filed at the time of allotment of symbols, which 
takes place at publication of the final list of contesting candidates after the appeals process, in this 
case on 22 November. This system of late allocation of party affiliation has been criticized for promoting 
horse-trading between candidates and parties109. For these elections it appears that the number of 
candidates running on election day was some 18,000 which means that approximately 20% of validly 
nominated candidates withdrew.  

Recommendation: party affiliation be required earlier in the candidate nomination process, to reduce 
horse-trading . 

It appeared that candidate withdrawals continued past the official deadline for candidates to “retire” at 
midnight on 3 December110 due to ongoing alliance agreements and security considerations, putting an 
onus on candidates and parties to inform their voters of changes. The EAM was informed that the PEC 
took the ad hoc pragmatic initiative of instructing ROs to entertain applications to retire candidatures 

 

107 Daily Express, 21 November 2013. 

108 The BLG(E)R section 22. 

109 For example the EU EOM noted a more than 30% reduction from the number of candidacies accepted for the national 
assembly elections and commented “This is a result of candidates jostling over party tickets, and negotiations between parties, 
which leads to a very large number of candidate withdrawals as so-called ‘seat adjustments’ are undertaken. Financial pay-offs 
during this part of the process are widely commented on.” 

110 BLG(E)R section 19(4) as amended reads, “...a contesting candidate may...retire from the contest on any day not later than 72 
hours ending the midnight before the day of poll.” 
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and to pre-date them to 3 December.111 The extent and consistency of such late “retirements” is not 
known. 

According to limited data released by the ECP the day before the election, there were no candidates for 
513 of the 11,754 seats (7%). The ECP first reported that it will hold by-elections for vacant seats on 19 
January 2014 in order that the local bodies be functional but this now appears to be delayed. A further 
2,509 constituencies (35%) had only one candidate. Thus only 4,168 (58%) of seats had an election. The 
15,491 candidates running in the 4,168 seats with elections gave an average of 3.7 candidates per 
constituency where voting took place.  However, there was regional variation. Elections were not held in 
Awaran and Kech due to all seats being either vacant or unopposed.112  

The ECP appears to have allotted symbols to 15 contesting parties113 and independent candidates114. 
Two parties, Jamhoori Wattan Party (JWP) and Pakistan Muslim League-Zia (PML-Z) declared a boycott 
of the elections. 

 

111 EAM interview with ECP Deputy Director, Quetta, 4 December 2013. 

112 This is due in part to the devastating September 2013 earthquake and the on-going insurgency. 

113 Pakistan Muslim League, Jamiat Ulema -e- Islam (Nazriyati),  Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam (Fazal-ur-Rehman), National Party, 
Balochistan National Party (Awami), Balochistan National Party (Mengal), Pashtoonkhwa Milli Awami Party, Pakistan People's 
Party, Pakistan Muslim League (Nawaz), Awami National Party, Jamaat-e-Islami, Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf, Muttahida Quami 
Movement, Hazara Democratic Party, and Jamoot Quami Movement. 

114 Consolidated data on independent candidates was not made available.  
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THE CAMPAIGN 

Security issues dominated the campaign environment, restricting freedom of movement, assembly and 
speech thereby inhibiting candidates’ ability to campaign and voters’ ability to receive information. 
Militant groups ran a fear campaign, claiming responsibility for most of the seven candidate kidnappings 
in the days leading up to the elections.115 Direct threats were issued to candidates and voters in an 
effort to intimidate them into not participating in the elections.116 The Baloch Republican Party (BRP) 
and Baloch National Movement (BNM) held a complete “shutter-down and wheel-jam” strike 6-7 
December in protest of elections. Groups threatened election day attacks on polling stations and 
security forces117. Political parties also reported intimidation and political violence in the form of wall-
chalking, social media and SMS messages.118 The Baloch belt was particularly affected.  

The ECP introduced the Code of Conduct for Political Parties and Candidates Local Government 
Elections 2013, as a revised version of the code for the general elections. Public rallies and processions 
were prohibited under article 31, permitting only corner meetings with prior notification to district 
administration. This was not perceived by contenders as an unreasonable limitation, given that parties 
were not financing campaign events and candidates concentrated on face-to-face contact. Enforcement 
was vested in DROs and ROs. However, the extent to which this took place is not clear in the absence of 
a system of recording complaints and consequent responses. Breaches of the code of conduct were not 
raised as an issue by stakeholders.  

Candidates reported low level campaigning and mainly engaged in door-to-door canvassing and small 
corner meetings. The main campaign messages were in relation to provision of basic services. Campaig 
activity was low in the Baloch belt where politics is seen as more tribally driven and many candidates 
reported direct threats from militant groups. However, DROs and ROs in the Baloch belt reported 
campaigning to be comparatively more vibrant than for the general elections. Campaigning in the 
Pashtun belt was reported to be more dynamic again with politics being more party driven. Killa 
Abdullah district, home to insurgent groups including the Taliban, reportedly had more inter-party 
tensions during the campaign. 

Political party alliance formation was ongoing throughout the campaign period. Tribal and political 
leaders arrived at agreements (“seat adjustments”) enabling candidates to win seats unopposed (with 
other candidates then withdrawing or retiring). Due to militant threats in Mastung and Kalat DROs 
reported taking personal initiative to encourage party seat adjustment in an effort to bring about 
unopposed seats. Consequently, the number of unopposed seats increased over the campaign period 
apparently from 2,332 reaching 2,509 by election day. Stakeholders indicated that agreeing on an 
unopposed candidate acted as a strong alternative to tampering with the results. The majority of 
unopposed seats were in the Baloch belt where Khuzdar, Sibi and Kalat districts were around half 
unopposed. Elections did not take place in Awaran and Kech districts, in the southern part of the 
province, where all seats were either unopposed or vacant.119 Unopposed seats reportedly reflected not 
only the prevailing security situation but also a culture of candidates being chosen by local leaders 
rather than elected by voters. The unopposed seats challenge the representativeness and genuineness 
of the elections required by international commitments120. 

The Act establishes that to be qualified to hold office, candidates must file their election expenses and 
that these must be within prescribed limits, and their assets which he or his family members own “in 
such a manner as the government may direct”121. The rules122 require all contesting candidates to 

 

115 See for example http://www.dawn.com/news/1060695/four-more-unopposed-lg-winners-abducted-in-balochistan.. 

116 United Baloch Army (UBA). 

117 The Baloch Liberation Army (BLA) and Baloch National Front (BNF) 

118 This was reported to the EAM by NP (Dera Bugti, Quetta), HDP (Quetta), BNP (Kalat, Panjgur, Naseerabad, Khuzdar). 

119 In Kech there were seven reported incidents of gunfire attacks on candidates’ residences. Subsequently, four unopposed 
candidates requested retirement of their candidature after the legal deadline. 
120 ICCPR article 25(b) refers to the right “To vote and to be elected at genuine periodic elections… guaranteeing the free expression 
of the will of the electors”. 

121 BLGA sections 24(1)(m) and 27. 

122 BLG(E)R sections 66-69. 
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submit to the ROs a statement of their election expenses within 35 days of the publication of the 
returned candidate. This information is “open to inspection by any person on payment of fee as may 
from time to time be fixed by the Election Commission”123. The requirement for a fee payment to access 
candidates’ financial statements does not help “enhance transparency in the funding of candidatures 
for elected public office” as referred to in the Convention Against Corruption124. This is of particular 
importance given that the election authorities may themselves not be taking an active role in 
enforcement. No enforcement or sanction mechanism is prescribed. It is not clear if the ECP will have 
proper oversight of any RO actions or inactions related to expense returns. At the time of writing, 
expense statements were not yet required to be received, thus it is not possible to assess compliance in 
practice.  

The EU EOM 2013 noted “as political parties under the Political Party Order of 2002 are not subject to 
adherence to a campaign finance ceiling, the regulation regarding candidates’ expenditures has little 
significance.” Although political parties and candidates reported to the EAM that there was no campaign 
financing from party funds and that all expenses were borne by the candidate.  

Recommendation: information on expenses is made more publicly accessible by removing the 
requirement for a fee to be paid. 

 

123 BLG(E)R section 69. 

124 Convention Against Corruption, article 3. 
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ELECTION DAY 

Election day was largely peaceful and calm with no deaths reported, although UN security data shows 
an attack on security forces involved in polling in Gwadar (resulting in one death), an IED explosion at a 
polling station in Kalat and various violent confrontations between political groups125. Approximately 
50,000 law enforcement personnel were deployed and there was reportedly close coordination between 
the security forces, government and the election administration.  

Some 33,000 polling staff were recruited for 5,718 polling stations  in the areas having elections.126 Very 
little confirmed information is available on how polling proceeded given the lack of NGO observation and 
media scrutiny (see below). Shortcomings have been reported from across the political spectrum, 
including from ruling parties, who have spoken amongst other problems of undue influence by certain 
incumbent leaders and parties.  

Shortcomings identified included: late opening of polling stations, missing electoral rolls, inaccurate 
election registration data, and candidate symbols missing from ballots. Elections were not held in 
Harnai district, in the north-east of the province, where protests over missing election materials and the 
alleged bias of the DRO resulted in postponement of elections127.  

Reported fraudulent shortcomings included: 1) law enforcement agencies (Frontier Corps and levies) 
only letting voters who support an incumbent party in to the polling station, 2) multiple voting being 
allowed, even when someone’s finger was marked with ink, 3) selective delays in the processing of 
certain candidates’ voters, and 4) impersonation as no voter verification is possible with women without 
a photo on their CNIC or women coming with their faces covered and only male staff being present so no 
check being made. 

Recommendation: stronger management systems established and checks undertaken to prevent and 
respond to staff malpractice. Cases of misconduct be addressed and penalties applied to deter future 
attempts at electoral mismanagement and/or fraud. 

The extent to which candidate/party agents, a basic check in the electoral process, were present and 
active is far from clear. In particular in rural female polling booths and stations there appears to have 
been a significant lack of agents. No information is centrally available. EAM interlocutors reported that 
during counting there were some attempts to turn agents away and that likewise there was not 
consistent access to RO offices for the results compilations. While results forms appear to have been 
given to agents, these were reportedly often on plain paper (as opposed to the printed forms), 
particularly in female polling stations. 

Recommendation: a record be kept of agents present at polling booths and stations in order to identify 
locations with increased vulnerability to malpractice, particularly in female polling locations. Greater 
management emphasis be put on election administration staff facilitating the work of agents as an 
essential component of an election process.  

The legal framework lacks integrity checks such as counting the number of marks on the electoral roll 
(as in the general elections). The process is further weakened by the ballot paper account form specified 
in the rules not including one particular accountability check used in the general election: recording on 
the results forms the number of ballots taken out of the ballot box (although reference is made 
elsewhere in the rules to this)128.  The polling station forms used were in English only.  

There are no legal requirements for display of results at the polling station, only at the RO’s office, which 
weakens stakeholders’ ability to check totals. The rules require ROs to supply attested copies of the 

 

125 The RO in Gawadar reported firing on a candidate’s residence on election day.  

126 The SMS 8300 service was made operational a couple of days before election day. The service informed on the serial number 
identified the type of elections the voter would participate in (Union Council, Municipal Committee, etc.) and the census block 
code. Voters used the census block code to identify the geographical location of their polling station. Exact polling station location 
was not integrated into the NADRA database hence could not be provided to voters via this service. 

127 The CEC ordered transfer of the DRO and announced by-elections would be held. 

128 BLG(E)R section 40(10) and form XVI Ballot Paper Account. 
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consolidated statement and the return of elections forms to candidates and their agents, and to display 
the consolidated statement129, but the extent to which this happened in practice is not clear. 

Recommendation: the primary legislation and rules be strengthened to include reconciliation checks on 
the polling station results forms and requirements for full immediate results display. 

 

129 BLG(E)R section 44 and forms XVII and XVIII respectively. 
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RESULTS AND POST-ELECTION DAY 

RESULTS PROCESS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Following the count at polling stations, results went to ROs, who were responsible for a “consolidation” 
of results in which postal ballots are added in and invalid ballots are checked. Political parties reported 
the consolidation process was mostly undertaken in the presence of their party agents. The PEC 
reported that there was no system of postal ballots in use for these elections. No information is 
centrally collected and made public on the number of invalid ballots validated by the ROs. 

Provisional results were published by the ECP on their website from 9 December 2013. However this was 
only for 27 districts, with Killa Abdullah, Loralai, and Musakhel missing. No results data were possible 
for Awaran (as there were no candidates) and Harnai (where elections were postponed). 

The provisional results data gave insufficient information and showed that a variety of different formats 
were used by ROs. For example some show how many ballots each candidate received, some show just 
the top two and others just the number obtained by the winning candidate. The results were also not 
broken down by polling station to allow for a check of the accuracy of the total. No information was given 
on the total number of registered voters (although this can be deduced from the polling scheme), turnout 
or the number of invalid ballots. It is not clear to what extent full information was available locally. This 
lack of transparency of information increases the risk of corruption in the process and lack of 
confidence in the outcome. 

Examination of a small sample of the provisional results (Quetta and Mastung districts), cross-
referenced to the polling scheme, showed some extraordinary results: 

1. In ward six of Aghbarg union council in Quetta district, the winning candidate secured just 4 votes 
out of a potential 1,764 on the electoral roll. This is 0.2% of the total potential votes, which in 
rounded figures is 0%. Calculation as a proportion of the total ballots cast is not possible as turnout 
data has not been made available. 
Similarly in Tindlan ward of the Mastung municipal committee the winning candidate got 12 votes 
out of a possible 905 (1.3%). 

2. There are some constituencies where no votes have been cast at all, thus it appears that not even 
candidates voted for themselves. For example in Mastung district in Sheikh Wasil union council, 
Kodkhafter and Babkani I seats had zero turnout (out of 323 and 429 voters). Also in Quetta district 
in union council 7 Aghberg, Killi Abdul Zai ward had zero turnout (out of 666 registrants). 

The official list of returned candidates was released on the ECP website on 9 January 2014. This is 
inadequate as it merely lists the winner’s name without detailing party affiliation or results data. No 
information is given on the numbers of votes cast for that candidate. Nor on the votes obtained by 
different candidates, invalid votes, total votes cast, total registered voters, or a breakdown by polling 
station. Thus even if the total number of votes for the winning candidate was given, there is no means for 
checking the accuracy of the total. It is also therefore not possible to know the turnout. According to ROs 
contacted, official results information does not appear to have been made available locally in the 
districts. 

At the same time as the official winners were announced, provisional results data was removed from the 
ECP website. EAM examination of the official results information for 64 union councils in Quetta shows 
that there were changes between the provisional and official results, with three cases of different 
winners being announced130. Similarly in Killa Abdullah, eight union council wards had been identified as 
vacant131, however in the official list of returned candidates there were 11 wards with no candidate 

 

130 In Sara Ghurgai union council (3) in Khula ward (3) one uncontested winning candidate was announced in the provisional 
results, but in the official results, no name/winner is given. In Baleli union council (5) in Chashma Achozai ward (2) the winning 
candidate according to the provisional results was Zafar Ahmed of JUI-N, and in the official results the winning candidate is Abdul 
Qahir Kasi (affiliation unknown). Also in Aghberg union council (7) in Killi Babozai ward (1) the winning candidate according to the 
provisional results was Muhammad Anwar of PkMAP, and in the official results the winning candidate is Nazir Ahmed (affiliation 
unknown). 

131 Information informally shared by the ECP. However this could not be verified as no provisional results were published. 
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declared (out of 327). Without data and explanation, it is not possible to assess the appropriateness of 
such changes. 

Recommendation: the ECP establish and manage a consistent reporting modality, harmonising the 
design of results forms used by ROs, to include provision of complete relevant data such as the numbers 
of registered voters, invalid ballots and ballots of all contesting candidates. The ECP proactively 
investigate cases of unusual results patterns. 

Recommendation: the legislative provisions be amended to include a clear deadline for publication of 
results and to require a full breakdown of results data. 

POST-ELECTION DAY POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT 
There has been an almost celebratory political response to polling having taken place. However, outside 
the public arena, party representatives have consistently reported shortcomings to the EAM. For 
example, one senior incumbent party representative commented “we lost 8-10 seats in Quetta due to 
the rigging”. This representative went on to publicly acclaim the elections. One party representative 
commented that there was a “100% chance of rigging”. Another admitted that “we don’t follow rules, we 
want to win, for this we’ll do anything.”  

Immediately after election day parties started wooing independent candidates to garner support for 
election of council leaders (mayors, chairs, vice-chairs) and to join parties132. Thus the independent 
candidates had a strong bargaining position133. No data is available on how many independent 
candidates joined parties.  

RESULTS ANALYSIS 
The office of the Provincial Election Commissioner reported a 39% turnout, but the EAM could not verify 
the validity of the ECP’s calculation134. The ECP did not release party affiliations for the official results, 
and no summary statistics, thus a political analysis of the results is not possible. Early unofficial results 
information from the ECP indicate independent candidates won 2,675 (37% of directly contested seats). 
Media reported on 8 December unofficial results for 1,178 seats: Independents 640, NP 145, PML-N 135, 
JUI-F 112, PMAP 120, BNP 14, ANP 8, NDP 4, JUI-N 3, PTI 3, PPP 1, MWN 1.135 

 

132 There was reportedly especially strong competition for the leadership of Quetta Metropolitan Corporation. Media reported 
independent candidates formed a separate group for electing the Mayor and Deputy Mayor for District Quetta (Daily Express, 12 
December 2013). 

133 In the general election in which for example all National Assembly independent candidates joined the PML-N, who then went 
from one general seat to five   (http://ecp.gov.pk/overallpartyposition.pdf.) 

134 The PEC reportedly calculated turnout on the basis of the number of registered voters in the whole province. 

135 Balochistan Times, 9 December 2013.  
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ELECTORAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND ELECTION OFFENCES 

The legal framework for electoral dispute resolution (EDR) is limited in that it restricts the right to a 
remedy to candidates only136, thereby compromising the ICCPR obligation “to ensure that any person 
whose rights or freedoms… are violated shall have an effective remedy.”137 There is also a lack of an 
independent arbitration mechanism, as the Election Commission appoints officers138 to Election 
Tribunals which are constituted to resolve complaints139. Furthermore, unlike for the general elections, 
“The decision of the Election Tribunal on an election petition shall be final and shall not be called in 
question in any court or before any other authority.”140 Although constitutional remedy remains available 
through the High Court, on grounds of lack of legal authority and/or infringement of fundamental 
rights141. 

No time limits are given in the primary legislation on when petitions must be lodged and when they must 
be adjudicated. The rules only specify that “An election petition shall be presented to the Tribunal 
appointed by the Election Commission within thirty days of the publication in the official Gazette the 
names of the returned candidates.” Thus there is no maximum time on when a petition can be decided, 
which is particularly negative given the history in Pakistan of extremely protracted tribunal processes 
rendering decisions redundant142. 

There is not a clear institutional hierarchy for dispute resolution, nor clarity on which body handles 
complaints on which issues. Complaints/petitions can be simultaneously lodged with ROs, the ECP and 
Tribunals. This challenges consistency and uniformity which are the basis for building stable 
administrative decisions. Similarly elected representatives can be removed by the ECP, the provincial 
government and a Tribunal.143 While decisions of tribunals cannot be challenged, the respective 
authority of the ECP and the provincial government are not defined. Thus there is a risk of institutional 
uncertainty and representatives being arbitrarily removed from office on the basis of not meeting the 
vague candidate qualification criteria. 

Recommendation: the legislative provisions for electoral dispute resolution be amended to provide a 
clear hierarchy and jurisdictions, an independent mechanism for arbitration, time limits, and broader 
access to stakeholders.  

In practice the ECP also did not establish a clear system for dispute resolution. There was a lack of 
guidance on where to lodge complaints: with the ECP in Islamabad, Quetta and the district offices, 
and/or with ROs and DROs, and/or through petitions. It appears that some interlocutors found it more 
effective to complain to the civil administration, as the permanent superiors of ROs. 

A Complaints Coordination Cell was established at the PEC where 300 complaints were received, prior to 
election day. These were mostly in relation to non-display of ERs before and during the nomination 
process, DRO and RO decisions, requests for relocation of polling stations and candidates demanding 
ward changes.144 Election day complaints were mostly in relation to missing symbols on ballots, voters 

 

136 BLGA section 37. 

137 ICCPR article 2(3)(a) “To ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as herein recognized are violated shall have an 
effective remedy, notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons acting in an official capacity.” 

138 The Act does not specify that Tribunal officers need to be members of the judiciary, although this is required in the rules 
(section 75). 

139 ICCPR General Comment 32 paragraph 19 states “A situation where the functions and competencies of the judiciary and the 
executive are not clearly distinguishable or where the latter is able to control or direct the former is incompatible with the notion of 
an independent tribunal.” ICCPR GC25 paragraph 20 states “there should be … access to judicial review or other equivalent 
process that electors have confidence in the security of the ballot and the counting of the votes.” 

140 BLGA section 41(2). In contrast the RoPA section 67 (3) states “Any person aggrieved by a decision of the Tribunal may, within 
thirty days of the announcement of the decision, appeal to the Supreme Court and the decision of the Supreme Court which shall 
decide within 30 days on such appeal shall be final.” 

141 Constitution of Pakistan article 199. 

142 See the 2008 EU EOM final report. 

143 BLGA sections 24(2)(b), 31(1)(a) and 41. 

144 Complaints mostly received from Quetta, Killa Saifullah, Mushkhail, Khuzdar and Makran districts. 
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assigned to incorrect wards, missing photos on electoral rolls, partisan polling staff and calls for 
recounts or fresh elections.145  

The ECP Presiding Officers Handbook lacks procedures for submission of election day complaints at the 
polling station level. Presiding Officers (PrO) are granted magistrate first class powers to solve election 
related disputes. There is no specific complaints form, rather the PrO maintains a register of 
proceedings for cases of summary trial, a pro-forma extracted from the 1898 Penal Code. In practice the 
majority of PrOs are recruited from the teachers association and likely lacked the legal training to enact 
this election day complaints mechanism. Stakeholders met by the EAM reported that they mostly lodged 
complaints at the RO or PEC level rather than at polling stations. 

Thirty-two election tribunals across the province were notified on 16 December, working in 30 
locations146. Judges were appointed by the ECP on 17 December. Although there is no requirement in the 
legislation for the ECP to consult with the High Court, in practice it appears that the names were given 
by the Court. No training, orientation or handbook was given to the tribunal judges, as had been 
introduced in part for the general elections. Judges were reportedly sitting judges rather than retired 
judges. For the general elections retired judges were used as they could dedicate themselves to the 
work of the tribunal, thereby increasing opportunity for timely and therefore meaningful remedy.  

Recommendation: tribunals have training/orientation and a handbook for consistency of application of 
the law. 

There is a lack of public information about the number petitions were lodged with the Balochistan High 
Court following the elections, with reportedly only a few dismissed. At the time of publication of this 
report, the Election Tribunals have not started processing cases. 

Offences by polling staff, ROs, and government servants cannot be taken up without a complaint in 
writing by an RO or the Election Commission in the case of an RO147. Thus opportunity for pursing cases 
related to election offences by state officials is limited, contributing to a culture of impunity. The rules 
do not elaborate on election offences. 

 

 

145 Most complaints were received in Quetta, Killa Abdullah and Killa Saifullah. Another 15 complaints were forwarded by the ECP 
in Islamabad. Pre-election day complaints arrived mostly by general delivery, while post-election day complaints were faxed. 

146 The tribunal for Ziarat will be in Quetta and Musakhail tribunal will be in Loralai, thus petitioners of these districts will have to 
travel further. This is reportedly due to the availability of judges. 

147 “No court shall take cognizance of the offences… except on the complaint in writing of the Returning Officer concerned” BLGA 
section 59. 
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SCRUTINY OF THE PROCESS 

THE MEDIA  
The growing insecurity and direct threats148 reportedly prevents media coverage in 10149 out of 32 
districts, resulting in a total media blackout in the southern, central and highlands regions. Journalists 
report regularly self-censoring their reporting in Balochistan. For example one journalist in Quetta 
commented “we kill stories for our own security”.  

There was heavy reporting on government activities with a focus on facts rather than critical analysis. 
One journalist commented “In Balochistan we are caught between the devil and the deep blue sea. If we 
go against the government it can be dangerous for us.” Election campaign coverage was accordingly 
event driven without, for example, reporting on campaign violations, allegedly due to fear of reprisals 
from political parties.  

National media was mostly silent in its coverage of the local government elections in Balochistan, while 
provincial media offered limited reporting150. Local channels Bolan and Vesh TV relayed the scant 
election information shared by the ECP and gave some election day coverage of happenings at polling 
stations. Overall, the media did not appear to be a reliable source of information; there was often, for 
example, little consistency in election-related information between media outlets. 

CITIZEN OBSERVATION 
There is a lack of provision for observers in both the primary legislation and the rules. The rules state 
that “No person other than the Presiding Officer and Polling Officer, any other person on duty in 
connection with the poll, the contesting candidates, their election agents and polling agents shall be 
present at the count.”151 It is not clear if observers might be counted as “any other person on duty in 
connection with the poll.” This is not consistent with ICCPR General Comment 25, which states “There 
should be independent scrutiny of the voting and counting process”152.  

No observation took place by civil society. The nationwide network, Free and Fair Elections Network 
(FAFEN) reported that donor funds were not agreed in sufficient time and therefore they did not 
undertake any observation activities. The lack of any neutral observation activities was a significant 
deficiency in the election.  

Recommendation: citizen observation activities be undertaken to increase information, deter fraud and 
to engage in advocacy for improvements in the process. 

 

148 Media interlocutors reported that allegedly 30 journalists have been murdered in Balochistan over the past six years and that 
perpetrators enjoy immunity with law agencies allegedly neither investigating these crimes nor offering protection to victims.  

149 Khuzdar, Mastung, Awaran, Gawadar, Kech, Panjgur, Dera Bugti, Kharan, Chaghai and Jhal Magsi. 

150 Local print media often reportedly follows editorial decisions taken from headquarters in Karachi, Lahore or Islamabad, and 
journalists report that stories frequently go unprinted. 

151 BLG(E)R sections 40(1) and 40(3). 

152 ICCPR General Comment 25, paragraph 20. 
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PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN, MINORITIES AND VULNERABLE GROUPS 

PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN 
Significant shortcomings remain in regards to women’s political participation with a lack of gender-
disaggregated data precluding a full assessment and forward planning. Women appear to be under-
represented as voters, candidates, and within the ECP. While the 33% reserved seats allows for the 
Beijing target of 30% of seats being held by women to be met, their indirect election has been criticised 
for making these women less effective representatives, and too far removed from the electorate. Other 
temporary special measures, as called for under CEDAW, could be strengthened to provide for de facto 
equality of participation. The current arrangements also jeopardise the integrity of women’s votes with 
weakened safeguards in women’s polling stations increasing the risk of impersonation and other 
fraudulent activities. 

The number of registered women voters, although not available for these elections, is likely to still be 
significantly lower than that of men (for the general elections only 42% of registered voters in 
Balochistan were women153). The actual number of women who voted is not possible to ascertain as the 
rules did not include questions on female and male turnout in the mandated polling station forms 
(whereas the ECP had introduced such questions for the general elections). This lack of data is not 
consistent with the General Recommendation of the CEDAW treaty monitoring body which refers to state 
parties reporting statistical data, “disaggregated by sex, showing the percentage of women relative to 
men who enjoy those [political and public life] rights”154. 

Recommendation: full gender-disaggregated data be required in law and provided in practice, including 
on polling station results forms. 

As in the general election, the ECP established some exclusively male and some exclusively female 
stations in urban areas. The remaining stations were “combined” with separate booths for men and 
women. Stakeholders indicated that women’s turnout was adversely affected by the shortage in female 
polling staff, with older males working instead. There were no women polling staff at all in Shirani 
district155. It is not clear how many female booths and stations across the province had no female staff 
member. In addition to security challenges, and the cultural difficulties there can be for women working 
in the elections, other issues negatively affected women working in polling stations including poor 
management, poor sanitary and other infrastructure conditions. 

Recommendation: increased efforts are made to ensure that there is at the very least one female polling 
staff member present at all times in female booths and stations. 

At combined polling stations with only one entrance, at times women reportedly waited until no men 
were around before they voted, in order to avoid being in male proximity during queuing. At one such 
polling station in Quetta, an ANP candidate is alleged to have had a hole broken in the back wall 
surrounding the school in order to make a separate entrance for women. The DRO in Killa Saifullah 
reported that the community arrived at a decision to have separate polling hours for men and women, 
with five hours given to men and three hours to women.  

Women were reportedly prevented from voting by agreement in some areas. Media reported that women 
were allegedly prevented from voting in Killa Saifullah and Noshki districts by local tribesmen. The 
extent of the problem is not possible to ascertain without having 1) gender-disaggregated data for the 
female voting in the combined polling stations, and 2) results information by polling station, to allow for 
checking of dedicated female stations.  

 

153 Data for Balochistan for the 2013 general elections: total registered voters 3,336,559 of which 1,421,271 were women and 
1,915,388 were men. 

154 General Recommendation 23. UN Committee for the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women. 

155 The election administration in Shirani made no provisions for female polling stations and there were no women polling staff 
working in female booths. The DRO explained the community did not request special arrangements for women hence no provisions 
were made. 
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PEC staff report that the CEC personally directed that the Loralai DEC resolve a situation on election day 
in Duki where women were apparently prevented from voting, and that the intervention was immediate 
and effective resulting in women being able to vote. One party official in Loralai district referred to it 
being a common practice for candidates to agree that women would not vote and instead to collect 
women’s CNICs and unlawfully receive and cast a ballot on their behalf.  

Women’s participation as voters was undermined by the increased risk of fraud in female polling 
stations and booths. It could be assumed, based on data from the general election, that overall 
procedures were less closely followed than in male stations and booths156. According to interlocutors 
there was reduced scrutiny by agents in female stations and booths, particularly in rural areas. Some 
commented that there were likely no agents in some places and that also female agents were less likely 
to challenge and be effective in their role. The lack of this basic check in the process increases the 
opportunity for malpractice. No information was available on the number of booths/stations with one or 
no agents present, and the proportion of these that were female. A further problem reported by various 
interlocutors was the lack of photo identification on CNICs resulting in impersonation. Furthermore the 
lack of any female staff in some polling stations meant that identification checks of women in burqas 
was not undertaken.  

Women in political parties are largely excluded from positions of decision-making. There were few 
women candidates on general seats;157 nearly always women were relegated to participate through the 
33% quota. There is no official information on how many women ran on general seats across the 
province.  

The Code of Conduct for Political Parties and Candidates LGEs 2013, section 19 encourages political 
parties and candidates to support women’s participation in election processes. It further states that 
political parties, candidates and supporters “shall not encourage or enter into formal or informal 
agreement/arrangement/understanding debarring women from becoming candidates for an election or 
exercising their right of vote in an election.” Some political parties claimed women were encouraged to 
take up candidacies for general seats, but family pressures and insurgent threats largely prevented 
them from doing so.158  

There are approximately 450 permanent Election Commission staff in Balochistan, of which around eight 
are women, i.e. 2%. Reportedly only one female staff member is a high ranking professional (i.e. grade 
17). There were no female DROs, ROs or AROs. 

PARTICIPATION OF MINORITIES 
Section 11 of the BGLA stipulates that the government shall fix the number of seats of a local council for 
non-Muslims “keeping in view the population of non-Muslim in that local area”. However no direction is 
given in the rules on how the provincial government will decide if a particular local council should have a 
non-Muslim seat, when this should be decided (before or after election day) and how it should be made 
public. The legal framework also fails to specify how percentages will be calculated.  

Notification of 5% non-Muslim seats for all local councils was made by the provincial government on 28 
October 2013. Accordingly the ECP announced159 5% non-Muslim seats, with a total of 743 i.e. the same 
number as there are peasants and workers. Given that the residency requirement for candidacy appears 
to also apply to indirectly elected candidates160, it is unlikely that all seats will be filled as many wards 
may have no non-Muslim residents. According to the provincial parliamentary representative for non-
Muslims, there were only six non-Muslim candidates running on general seats out of approximately 
18,000 candidates. This is 0.0003%, i.e. a negligible amount.  

 

156 For example EU EOM 2013 “9% of booths visited were rated as poor or inadequate. Negative ratings were… higher in women’s 
polling booths and stations at 15%.” 

157 For example, two independent women candidates ranin Quetta, two in Gawadar (BNP-M), and one withdrew in Lasbela. 

158 HDP and NP. 

159 “LG Elections (Balochistan) – At a glance”. ECP website 6 December 2013.  

160 BLG(E)R section 50(2) refers to candidates being “duly qualified to be elected as a member” which presumably refers to the 
qualifications for candidates and elected members referred to in BLGA section 24. 
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The lack of up to date census information makes it difficult to assess the extent to which non-Muslim 
minorities are equally represented in local council seats. Data from the 1998 census shows 1.25% of the 
population to be non-Muslim in Balochistan: 0.49% Hindu (Jati), 0.4% Christian, 0.15% Qadiani 
(Ahmadis) and 0.10% scheduled castes. 

The rules are discriminatory in not stipulating an alternative oath for non-Muslim candidates, although 
in practice it appears that a different candidacy pledge was used. The rules require aspiring candidates 
to sign an oath161 on their nomination form. This states that they “will strive to preserve the Islamic 
Ideology which is the basis for the creation of Pakistan.” Legal requirements to preserve a religion that 
is not one’s own raises freedom of religion issues and is not likely to contribute to political 
participation by non-Muslim minority groups on directly elected seats162. A further requirement is to 
affirm that the “finality of the Prophethood of Muhammad” and “not to belong to the Qadiani Group or 
Lahori Group or call myself an Ahmadi” 163. 

Similarly the oath of office requires members to “strive to preserve the Islamic Ideology which is the 
basis for the creation of Pakistan.”164 The lack of provision of an alternative oath does not allow for 
non-Muslims to maintain their own faith and participate and therefore does not allow for fulfilment of 
the right to stand165. 

Recommendation: a comprehensive system be established in the primary legislation for non-Muslim 
seats, with limits of discretion established, as well as timing and transparency requirements. The legal 
framework be amended to explicitly provide for an alternative oath for all non-Muslim candidates and 
for those taking up office. 

While other religious minorities are on the unified electoral roll, Ahmadis continue to be separately 
registered and thus discriminated against. No data was available on the numbers of non-Muslim 
(Ahmadis) registered in Balochistan. 

The Hazara (Shia) community, based in the urban area of Quetta, complained about the delimitation of 
boundaries saying that it was disadvantaging the Hazara voters. For example, in union council 
Shadenzai, over 28,000 voters are joined in one single ward (“Hazara Town”), while on average the other 
wards in the union council had 3,373 registered voters (one had only 1,498). Thus the Hazaras appear to 
be very under-represented in the union council. 

 

 

161 BLG(E)R section 13(3)(c) and form IV “Nomination Form”. 

162 In contrast in the general elections, there is legal provision for a separate oath for non-Muslims - see Section 3 of the 
Representation of the People (Conduct of Election) Rules, 1977 and Form I-A of the rules. 

163 Ahmadis are defined as non-Muslims in the Constitution, Article 260(3). The Pakistan Penal Code makes it a criminal offence 
for an Ahmadi to call or pose himself directly or indirectly as a Muslim, to preach or propagate his faith or in any manner 
whatsoever outrage the religious feelings of Muslims, to refer or call his place of worship as Masjid, to call people to prayer by 
reciting Azan to refer to his mode or form or call to prayer as Azan, among others. Ahmadis have been target of violent attacks.  

164 BLG(E)R, section 56 and form XXII. 

165 ICCPR article 25 “Every citizen shall have the right and the opportunity, without any of the distinctions mentioned in article 2 
and without unreasonable restrictions:  (a) To take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely chosen 
representatives; (b) To vote and to be elected”. ICCPR article 2.1 “Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect 
and to ensure to all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present Covenant, 
without distinction of any kind, such as ...religion”. 
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ANNEX 1: CHRONOLOGY 

Date Institution Action Notes 

9 JAN 2010 Balochistan 
local 
governments 

Dissolution of local 
government 

Civil servants were then appointed to run local 
government bodies. 

19 APR 
2010 

Parliament 18th Amendment came 
into force 

 

10 MAY 
2010 

Balochistan 
Provincial 
Assembly 

Passed the 
Balochistan Local 
Government Act, 2010 

Section 16 states that “the first elections to the local 
councils under this Act shall be conducted within one 
year of the commencement of this Act.” This was later 
omitted (in the amendment of August 2013). 

3 MAY 2011 Government of 
Balochistan 

Balochistan Local 
Government 
Delimitation Rules 
2011 entered into 
force 

 

5 APR 2012 Supreme Court Const. P.77 of 2010 
and HRCs No.13124-P, 
40303-P, 40220-G and  
43103-B/2011 And 
C.M.A. 42-43/2012  

Provincial chief secretaries required to give comment 
on why constitutionally mandated local governments 
have not been established. The case related to law and 
order in Balochistan but the order was applicable to all 
provinces. 

18 OCT 2012 
8 NOV 2012 

Government of 
Balochistan 

Delimitation gazetted 
for 21 out of 32 
constituencies 

 

18 JAN 2013 Government of 
Balochistan 

Balochistan Local 
Government (Election) 
Rules 2013 entered 
into force 

 

2 JUL 2013 Supreme Court Civil Misc. Application 
number 3258 of 2013. 

Ruling that the provinces were required to hold local 
government elections as early as possible (and 
cantonment elections on or before 15 September). 

18 JUL 2013 ECP Letter to the provincial 
governments (Chief 
Secretaries) 

The letter makes various points “for maximum possible 
homogeneity” in the legal framework (acts and rules). 
Reference is made to Pakistan’s international legal 
commitments, highlighting issues such as the right of 
appeal to candidacy decisions, and inclusion of 
marginalized groups. It also states that, “As the Rules 
will deal exclusively with election procedures, the ECP 
would appreciate if these are shared with it before 
finalizing them.”  
The letter also requests delimitation be undertaken 
“immediately on availability of the primary law. 
Planning for conduct of elections is possible only when 
final statistics and details… of all local councils are 
available with the ECP”. Finally the ECP states that “at 
least 90 days should legally be provided for completion 
of local elections after local elections date or dates are 
announced by respective Provincial Government in 
consultation with it.” 
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Date Institution Action Notes 

29 AUG 
2013 
(gazetted 5 
SEP) 

Balochistan PA Passed the 
Balochistan Local 
Government 
(Amendment) Act 2013 

Included minimal amendments – related to elections 
being held on a party basis and about vacant seats. 

24 OCT 2013 Government of 
Balochistan 

Letter to the ECP Letter confirms the Balochistan government’s 
readiness for holding the elections. Also states that 
“The delimitation process of 31 out of 32 districts has 
been complemented and 28 districts notified. The 
delimitation of Quetta has administrative, security and 
political dimensions and efforts are underway to 
develop consensus amongst the stakeholders for 
amicable solution regarding a decision at the higher 
level.” 

25 OCT 2013 Supreme Court Supreme Court Order 
(C.P. No 77/2010) 

On 25 October 2013 the provincial government of 
Balochistan submitted to the Supreme Court a letter 
addressed to the ECP requesting local elections be 
held in Balochistan on 7 December 2013. The Supreme 
Court then stated that “the ECP is directed to follow 
the request so made by the Provincial Governments”. 

28 OCT 2013 Government of 
Balochistan 

Notification of 
delimitation for 
remaining 8 districts 

The first 21 were previously announced between 18 
October and 8 November 2012, 1 on 8 May 2013, and 2 
on 29 August 2013. 

28 OCT 2013 Government of 
Balochistan 

Notification of 5% 
seats for Non-Muslims 
in all local councils 

 

31 OCT 2013 Government of 
Balochistan 

Balochistan 
Amendments to the LG 
(Election) Rules 2013 
came into force 

Various amendments based on ECP suggestions and 
changing ECP and CEC to EC, and party affiliations. 

31 OCT 2013 ECP Election schedule 
notified  

 

7-8 NOV 
2013 

ECP Filing of candidate 
nomination papers 

 

7 DEC 2013 ECP Election day  

9 JAN 2014 ECP Official results 
released 

No results data given, only the name of the winning 
candidate. 

To be 
announced 

ECP By-elections  For places where no candidates contested.  

To be 
announced 

 Indirect elections of 
special interest seats  

 

To be 
announced 

 Indirect elections of 
chair and deputy chair 
(or mayor and deputy 
mayor) 
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ANNEX 2: OFFICIAL ELECTORAL SCHEDULE 

As notified on 31 October 2013 

Activity Date 

1 Notice inviting nomination papers to be issued by the Returning Officer on 06 NOV 2013 

2 Nomination papers shall be received on 07-08 NOV 2013 

3 Publication of notice of all the nomination papers received on 09 NOV 2013 

4 Objection to the nomination papers 09 NOV 2013 

5 
Scrutiny of nomination papers and publication of names of validly nominated 
candidates on 

10-11 NOV 2013 

6 Appeals against acceptance / rejection of nomination papers to be filed on 12 - 16 NOV 2013 

7 Disposal of appeals on 17-18 NOV 2013 

8 Withdrawal of candidature on 19 NOV 2013 

9 Publication of list of contesting candidates with symbols allotted to them on 19 NOV 2013 

10 Polling day  07 DEC 2013 

11 Declaration of results by the Returning Officer on 10 DEC 2013 
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ANNEX 3: MAP OF BALOCHISTAN 

NB Two new districts are not presented on this map: Sobhatpur (created by splitting Jaffarbabad) and 
Lehri (created by splitting Sibi). 
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ANNEX 4: THE ELECTION IN NUMBERS 

Figures are primarily based on ECP data, as provided on 6 December on the ECP website166.  

Registered voters Not given.  
For the May 2013 general election 
there were 3,336,659 registered 
voters 

Number of seats (directly and indirectly elected) 11,754 

Seats -  directly elected (and as a percentage of all seats) 7,190 (61%) 

Seats - indirectly elected (and as a percentage of all seats) 4,564 (39%) 

Uncontested seats (no candidates, vacant seats) 513 (7%) 

Unopposed seats (single candidate) 2,509 (35%) 

Contested elections  (total and as a percentage of all possible 
elected seats) 

4,168 (58%) 

Candidates withdrawn or retired (total and % of total accepted) Reportedly 4,000 (18%) 

Candidates running Reportedly 18,000 (media sources)167 

Average number of candidates per constituency with an 
election taking place 

4.3 

Districts in the province 32 

Districts with no election taking place on 7 December 2013 3168 

Parties that participated Reportedly 15 

Number of independent candidates that won seats Reportedly 2,675 (37% of directly 
contested seats) 

Parties that boycotted or withdrew 2 (media sources) 

Polling stations 5,718 (11,847 booths) 

Polling staff 33,148 

Returning officers 246 

Permanent ECP staff in the province Approximately 450 (reported to the 
EAM) 

Law enforcement personnel working on election day 50,000 

 

 

166 “LG Elections Balochistan (At A Glance)” http://ecp.gov.pk/lg/lg2013/BalochistanLGData.pdf 

167 Media reports of ECP Secretary comments. http://www.dawn.com/news/1061090/polling-underway-in-balochistan-local-
government-elections 

168 http://tribune.com.pk/story/646042/balochistan-jui-f-outshines-ruling-coalition/ 
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UNOFFICIAL STATISTICS 
Figures provided unofficially by the office of the Provincial Election Commissioner on 19 December 2013 
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ANNEX 5: POLITICAL COMPOSITION OF THE PROVINCIAL ASSEMBLY  

Current composition of the Provincial Assembly of Balochistan (elected in May 2013): 

PARTIES 
NUMBER OF 
MEMBERS 

Awami National Party (ANP) 1 

 Majlis-e-Wahdat-e-Muslimeen 1 

Balochistan National Party (BNP) 2 

Balochistan National Party - Awami 1 

Independent 1 

Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam-Fazl (JUI-F) 8 

National Party (NP) 10 

Pakistan Muslim League - Nawaz (PML-N) 22 

Pakistan Muslim League (PML) 4 

Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party (PkMAP) 14 
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ANNEX 6: EU EOM 2013 RECOMMENDATIONS 

DEVELOP A FRAMEWORK FOR ELECTORAL REFORM 
1. Formation of a special Parliamentary Committee on elections/electoral reforms for timely review of 

legislation, based on international law commitments and a consultative process. Also for 
undertaking scrutiny of election preparations and processes, thereby increasing accountability and 
showing parliament's commitment to improved democratic processes. 

STRENGTHEN THE OVERALL LEGAL FRAMEWORK 
2. The electoral legislation be consolidated so that repetitions and inconsistencies are avoided, and 

the legal framework is made more accessible to stakeholders. 

3. The Freedom of Information Ordinance be amended to require State parties to proactively put in the 
public domain state information of public interest. Reduction of the Federal Government's powers to 
decline disclosure, and provincial Governments and constitutionally independent bodies such as the 
ECP be explicitly placed under the Ordinance's jurisdiction.  

DEVELOP THE INDEPENDENCE AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ELECTION ADMINISTRATION 
4. Removal of presidential powers in regards to approval of rules, removal of difficulty, and approval of 

Appellate Tribunals, in order to strengthen the independence of the election administration. 
Removal of the constitutional provision for a judge of the Supreme Court to act as Commissioner in 
the absence of the Chief Election Commissioner. 

5. The ECP fully implement and review its Five Year Strategic Plan. The ECP use the opportunity of each 
upcoming by-election to demonstrate its commitment to implement improved practices. The ECP 
submit regular public reports to Parliament. 

6. The ECP promote voter engagement, including by publically demonstrating measures it is taking to 
mitigate against malpractices so that there can be increased stakeholder confidence in the process. 
Also by undertaking further voter education at the appropriate time, with a particular focus on 
marginalised groups.  

7. The ECP regulate for key aspects of the process so far unaddressed, including provisions for 
administrative complaints, transparency and observers. 

8. The ECP take full management responsibility for the work of ROs. ROs be full-time dedicated to their 
task. ROs not be wholly drawn from the judiciary to avoid conflict of interest, and instead could be 
partially or totally from the ECP permanent staff base, other branches of the civil service, or be 
selected through an open recruitment process.  

9. The ECP work with full transparency, making all information of public interest immediately and 
easily accessible, including ECP decisions, notifications, polling and results data. 

10. The ECP work in a fully consultative manner through with regular meetings with political parties and 
civil society organisations.   

11. The ECP develop codes of conduct through a consultative process, with focus on establishing 
realistic enforcement mechanisms.    

12. The Code of Conduct for observers include provisions for the rights of observers, accreditation be 
issued for the entire process (not one day), and the ECP develop its own capacity for timely and 
convenient issuing of accreditation.  

MAINTAIN THE ELECTORAL ROLL (ER) 
13. A strong system be established for updating the ER, to remove the deceased, register new voters, 

and provide for people to be registered at the location of their convenience.  

EQUALISE CONSTITUENCIES 
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14. Legislation for delimitation be reviewed to explicitly provide for nation-wide delimitation possibly 
using voter registration figures in the absence of updated census data. Timely de-limitation be 
undertaken, allowing for consultation and complaints. 

STRENGTHEN CANDIDATE NOMINATION PROVISIONS AND PROCESSES 
15. Candidacy requirements be amended to remove vague moral conditions open to subjective 

interpretation, and so that the right to stand is not contingent on another person's financial standing 
or behaviour. 

16. Candidates be limited to running in only one constituency in any election, for clarity to voters and to 
remove the need for subsequent by-elections. 

17. Procedures for and management checks on RO's assessment of candidate nominations be 
developed, so that all candidates are treated equally and fairly and there is no assumption of guilt 
prior to a conviction. 

DEVELOP CAMPAIGN FINANCE PROVISIONS 
18. The financial limitation on election expenses of candidates be reviewed, together with the financing 

provisions for political parties, in order to enhance transparency and accountability. The financial 
monitoring and enforcement capacity of the ECP be developed.    

STRENGTHEN THE FREEDOM AND RANGE OF THE MEDIA 
19. Freedom of expression be subject to "necessary" rather than "any reasonable restrictions imposed 

by law" through amendment of article 19 of the Constitution. 

20. The legal framework for media be revised so that it supports editorial independence and eliminates 
opportunities for censorship. The Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority (PEMRA) 
Ordinance 2007; Press, Newspapers, News Agencies and Books Registration Ordinance 2007; 
Defamation Ordinance and number of PEMRA regulations be amended in line with Pakistan's 
international commitments and best practice in journalism.  

21. State authorities take strong measures to promote a safe and enabling environment for journalists 
to perform their work independently and without undue interference. The measures taken be 
narrowly tailored to avoid compromising editorial independence and autonomy or journalists' ability 
to work.  

22. In close cooperation with the ECP, PEMRA establish efficient media monitoring units in all provinces 
and introduce a quantitative media monitoring methodology that meets international standards, and 
provides the regulatory bodies with legitimate and accurate information, in order to monitor 
broadcasters' compliance with legal and regulatory provisions.   

23. Jurisdiction and supervision over the state-owned media be transferred from Ministry of Information 
and Broadcasting to PEMRA. State-owned broadcasters' financial autonomy be sustained and 
editorial independence further fostered by amending relevant legislation. 

24. To increase the range of information and campaign and debate platforms available to voters and 
candidates, undertake further liberalization of the broadcasting sector, in particular in regards to 
terrestrial and radio services. Also by facilitating the licensing of community radio stations in rural 
areas and tasking such stations with some public service duties like provision of free air time to 
local candidates and voter education programmes in vernacular languages.  

25. Conduct professional capacity building training at various levels, from editorial board members to 
reporters, on pre-election programme planning, investigative journalism, conducting political 
debates, reporting and use of various journalistic techniques. 

DEVELOP SAFEGUARDS IN THE POLLING AND COUNTING PROCESS 
26. The ECP review and develop its procedures to increase checks in the polling process, such as 

requiring staff to count and record the number of voters who've voted according to the marked ER, 
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and requiring form 16 to record the number of registered voters per polling station. The ECP to 
develop procedures for RO actions in case of inconsistencies in forms 14 and 15.  

27. The polling scheme to be finalised as per the law, with any subsequent alterations such as may be 
necessary due to court decisions, being made immediately publicly available locally and on the ECP 
website. 

28. All polling staff be trained. Any last minute changes in polling staff be minimal, the ECP be fully 
informed, and new staff be drawn from trained reserve staff and/or given training. More extensive 
training be undertaken by all personnel involved, including ROs and polling staff, for consistent and 
correct implementation of procedures. Emphasis to include counting, completion of forms and the 
results process. 

29. A results management system be further developed so that all polling station and constituency 
forms are swiftly transmitted to the ECP and are promptly displayed on the ECP website, as well as 
being displayed locally at the constituency level. 

30. Political parties train and organise party agents more effectively so they can play a stronger scrutiny 
and safeguard role in the electoral process. 

ESTABLISH STRONGER SYSTEMS FOR ELECTORAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
31. Establishment in law of a clear system for filing administrative complaints to the ECP and petitions 

to Tribunals, to avoid overlapping jurisdictions and improve clarity and predictability of access to 
remedy.  

32. In order to improve access to timely remedy and reduce the need for judicial proceedings, a system 
be established for administrative complaints to ECP bodies, with information given on how, where 
and when to complain, and also on how and when decisions are reached, and complaints tracking. 

33. The independence of Appellate and Election Tribunals be strengthened, through judicial 
appointment and orientation/training of judges and staff working on Tribunals. Resourcing and 
training of Tribunal staff be increased to speed the process and provide for consistent 
implementation of due process.  

34. Expand the group of those that can file petitions to Election Tribunals, to include political parties, 
civil society organisations and voters. 

35. The legislative framework for electoral offences and penalties be reviewed to remove any 
unwarranted clauses, such as boycotting, and sanctions made reasonable and proportionate to the 
offences. Alleged offences be subject to investigation and due process. 

FURTHER DEVELOP CITIZEN OBSERVATION 
36. Citizen observer groups, including FAFEN, continue to develop in organisational capacity, advocate 

for electoral reform, and undertake scrutiny of by-elections and local elections.  

PROMOTE THE PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN 
37. Special efforts be undertaken to secure CNIC registration for women, targeting especially women in 

rural and conservative areas and young women, to increase the number of women on the electoral 
roll. Photographs be included on all CNICs as an anti-fraud measure. Awareness raising on the 
usefulness of having photographs on CNIC.  

38. Polling stations be established in accessible locations with adequate conditions for women, 
including suitable facilities and female staff. Sufficient number of female polling stations be 
established in areas where separate polling stations are appropriate to the local cultural norm.   

39. Resolute actions to be taken against agreements that prohibit women from voting. ROPA be 
amended to explicitly provide for the ECP and Tribunals to disqualify a returned candidate if there is 
evidence that the candidate, or their election agent or any other person with their connivance, 
participated in an agreement banning women from voting or standing as candidates.  

40. Election-related gender-disaggregated data be maintained, with information published regularly 
and promptly on the websites of the ECP and NADRA.  
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41. Political parties be required to have policies and provide information on women's participation 
within the party, and to take additional measures to promote women's participation. Political parties 
be encouraged to nominate an increased number of women candidates for general seats.  

42. A review be undertaken of the system of reserved seats for women, in line with UN General Assembly 
resolution 66/130 which calls on countries to review the differential impact on their electoral 
systems on the political participation of women. 

43. State media take actions to promote women's participation in the electoral process, such as 
including women candidates in their election programming, asking parties about their policies 
related to women's participation and undertaking debates on gender issues.  

PROMOTE THE PARTICIPATION OF MINORITIES 
44. The separate list for Ahmadi voters be abolished, so that all voters are on one unified electoral roll, 

according to requirements for age and Pakistani citizenship. 

45. Consideration to be given to reviewing the system for allocating the reserved seats, for example so 
that they are directly elected and such representatives have a constituency to respond to.  

46. Special measures be taken to provide for effective electoral participation by persons with 
disabilities, such as facilitating CNIC registration, making postal voting possible if needed, 
specialised voter education activities, and sensitisation of the polling staff.  

47. State media take actions to increase substantially the visibility of candidates from minority and 
vulnerable groups. ECP and state media provide free voter education spots for minority and 
vulnerable groups.    

UNDERTAKE POLITICAL REFORM 
48. The mandate, functioning and neutrality of future caretaker governments be more clearly defined in 

law. 

49. Further internal party democratisation processes be required and enforcement mechanisms 
developed, to enhance participation and accountability, including in regards to candidate 
nomination. 

50. Further constitutional reforms be undertaken to enable FATA residents to enjoy fundamental 
political freedoms and civil rights as other citizens of Pakistan do. The 12 National Assembly 
representatives of FATA be able to legislate for FATA.  
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ANNEX 7: LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

ANP Awami National Party  
ARO Assistant Returning Officer 
BLA Balochistan Liberation Army 
BLGA Balochistan Local Government Act 
BLG(E)R Balochistan Local Government (Election) Rules 
BNF Baloch National Front 
BNM Balochistan National Movement 
BNP Balochistan National Party  
BNP-M Balochistan National Party - Mengal 
BRP Balochistan Republican Party 
CEC Chief Election Commissioner  
CEDAW Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women 
CNIC Computerised National Identity Card 
DC Deputy Commissioner 
DEC District Election Commissioner 
DRO District Returning Officer 
ECP Election Commission of Pakistan 
EAM Election Assessment Mission 
EOM Election Observation Mission 
FAFEN Free and Fair Elections Network 
HRCP Human Rights Commission of Pakistan  
ICCPR International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights  
ICERD International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination 
JI Jamaat-e-Islami 
JUI-F Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam (Fazl-ur-Rehman)  
LB Local bodies 
LG Local government  
LGE Local government elections 
MNA Member of the National Assembly 
MPA Member of the Provincial Assembly 
MQM Muttahida Quami Movement  
MWM Majlis-e-Wahadat-e-Muslimeen 
NA National Assembly  
NADRA National Database and Registration Authority 
NIC National Identity Card 
PA Provincial Assembly  
PB Provincial Assembly of Balochistan 
PEC Provincial Election Commissioner 
PkMAP Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party  
PML-N Pakistan Muslim League - Nawaz 
PML  Pakistan Muslim League  
PPP Pakistan People’s Party 
PPPP Pakistan People’s Party Parliamentarians 
PrO Presiding Officer 
PTI Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf 
PTV Pakistan Television Corporation  
RO Returning Officer 
RoPA The Representation of the People Act, 1976 
UC Union Council 
UDHR Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
UN United Nations 
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